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Abstract: The IBM 701 computer has logical characteristics similar
to WWI except for terminology, the use of half-words, the
use of a slightly different central control system, the
use of diode logical circuits for handling both voltage
"levels" and pulses, etc,
IMPORTANT NOTE:

Please consider the contents of this report COMMERCIALLY
CONFIDENTIAL, This paper has been prepared to furnish information
on the progress of new developments in the engineering laboratories
of IBM, Since the material contained herein is of recent date, it
is requested that the recipients confine its use to IBM personnel and
MIT Project Lincoln personnel who need to have this information,

1* Introduction**

The general physical out-
line of the 701 computer is shown in
the floor plan of Figure 1, Ace
tually, only the control unit is
designated by the number 701, while
the other units have other numbers,
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but is called an Electronic Data
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* Appendix F is a table of contents, Fig. I.
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IBM and may contain some errors,
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1,1, Drawings

The system drawings for the "701 and associated equip-
ment" are bound in two volumes, These are indexed by block out=
lines which show a system number for each block, and these numbers
correspond roughly to the page numbers in the books, These system
drawings are called block diagrams, but they are almost exactly
equivalent to our block schematics, The 701 system has no draw-
ings like our block diagrams,

1,2, Characteristics,
The general logical characteristics of the 701 system

are tabulated in Appendix A, which should be studied at this point,
Details on the circuit of the "Havens delay unit" may be obtained
from Dick Best,

1.2.1. Word Length,

Each half-word is 18 bits long and has its own address,
All instructions, and any numbers, are stored as half-words, In
this sense, the half-word is almost exactly like the WWI "word",

The arithmetic registers normally work with words 36 bits
long. Such a word is called a "full-length word", or just "word",
A half-word is always treated as the left half of a full word whose
right half is all zeros, Most of the 701 system handles each number
(not instruction) as a single, full-length, parallel word,

1.2.2, Addresses,

The address of each instruction refers to the location of
a half-word, If the sign digit of the instruction is positive, then
the addressed half-word is referred to, If the sign digit of the
instruction is negative, then the full-length word referred to is
the one made up of the two half-words whose addresses are obtained
by making the units digit of the specified address first zero and
then One,

1.2.3, Storage Tube Layout vs, Addresses,

The Williams tubes are laid out much like the MIT Electro-
static storage tubes, Each shielded box is called a drawer", and
contains two ES tubes (one from each bank) and associated logical
circuitry, Each drawer represents one digit of a full-length word,
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so there are 36 drawers, (See Figure 2,) Each tube holds 512
spots (dots or dashes), There are two banks, so memory contains
1024 full-length words each one with an even-numbered address,
There are consequently 2048 half-length words, numbered 'consecu-
tively, An eleven-bit address is necessary, but a twelve-bit

Half-word Digit Positions: ONE ES TvBE

Half -word le 17
Addyesses : D C

Half- wo2
Addresses

Also
Full-wo ts of @ hal 3.>

Addvesses) earfi n these tul es, de 2 1° Db sin these,
2

1023
ih these, 1025

e dib its lof afull-wpbd a p pealr tn tub s the other bank,

47
S @ 1G 17 (BY 34 35

One Drawer containsDigit Positions

& speciallg<sequencd array,
Two ES Tubes, each holding 512

spots

Figuve @. ES Addvesses,

address is provided so that an additional storage block can be
plugred in,
1.2.4. Signs and Negative Numbers.

The sign digit of a number does not enter into arith-
metic operations, but is manipulated independently, as discussed
in sections 3,2,3 and 3,2,7, The physical location of the sign
digit with respect to other digits has no significance, Thus a
full-length number is said to contain 35 bite plus sign; a halfe
word, 17 plus sign,

1.2.4.1. Interpretation,
The numerical digits are always of positive magnitude,

and the sign digit indicates whether the whole number should be
negative or positive, Thus, the blank part of a half-word is rep-
resented by zeros regardless of whether the number is positive or
negative,
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1.2.4.2, Location of Sien Digit,
Although the sign position is not associated with any

digit position of a number, it must be stored in some position
in storage and other regis ers, This position is, as in WWI, atthe left end of the number, Also, as mentioned above, the eign'
digit does not enter into the numerical part of the calculation,If it is desired to manipulate on the sign digit numerical
ean be stored in an odd-numbered half-register, as shown in Figure2, It can then be brought into ACC as the middle digit of a full-
length number,

1,3, Terminology,

The terminology for the 701 computer is tabulated, and
compared with WI terminology, in Appendix B, An attempt has been
made to use 701 terminology throughout most of this note, Where
both the 701 and WWI terms are used, the 701 term is written in ALL
CAPITALS (which is standard for much of the 701 literature) and
the WWI term is placed in /bracketg/, Particularly troublesome
terms are mentioned below,

AC - The 701 AC is either arithmetic-control a else the
ADDRESS COUNTER (which is sometimes called the
INSTRUCTION COUNTER or the PROGRAM COUNTER),

The 701 accwmlator ia called ACC,

Block Diagram - The 701 BLOCK DIAGRAM is like the /block
schematic/,

The 701 kas no /block diagran/,

Delay Unit The 701 DELAY UNIT is also called the
HAVENS UNIT and is described in section 1,4,
The 701 has no

Memory Register - The 70] MEMORY REGISTER is like the
and /AR/ because it acts as a

buffer out of storage (but not into
storage} and adds directly into ACC,

The 701 /memory register/ is called a
MEMORY LOCATION,

Reset = Tre 701 RESET is like Leleaz/, but sometines is
like Lset/.
The 701 /reset/ (to some number, w ) 1s called SET,
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Switch - The 701 SWITCH is like a set of fread in gates'.
The 701 is called a MATRIX, or DECODER,

Transfer - The 701 TRANSFER is like /sp/ or /cp/.
The 701 /transfer/ is called STORE, or COPY,
(The COPY instruction is like or r/, )

Trigger = The 701 TRIGGER is like [FE], and is abbrevi-
ated "TI",

The 701 /trigger/ is also called "trigger" (verb)
(in lower case),

1.4. Symbols,

The symbols used in the 701 BLOCK DIAGRAMS are shown
(and compared with WWI /block diagr symbols) in Appendix C, There
is little neeed to follow these symbols when drawing block diagranusLs an/ symbols will be usedof the 701 circuits, and so WWI lock diagr
in 701 /block diagrams/ except where 701 BLOCK DIAGRAM symbols will
give a clearer picture (as in multiple-input AND te/ circuits, or
negative AND circuits, ete,). Note that the major differences that
will result from this technique are: replacing OR circuits with

whose inputs and outputs mightfarrowhead wixers/, and using a
be mixed up with respect to those of the corresponding "I",
1.4.1. TRIGGER,

Notice (Appendix C) that the TRIGGER circuit is like the

as if a circuit schematic were inside the box, Thus, a positive
pulse on the righthand side, or a negative pulse on the lefthand

righthand tube to conduct and make the right-side, will cause the
hand outputs "low", The upper output comes directly from the plate,
while the side output comes from a voltage divider connected to the
plate, The TRIGGER ig not labeled with a 0 or a 1, but a convention
has been established: if the righthand outputs are "up the TRIGGER
is said to be "on" and is said to contain "1" and vice versa,
Notice that the "TWEAKER" is simply a convenient terminal for
manually changing a T, and has no logical significance,

1.4.1.1. Read in to a TRIGGER,

A number is usually readinto a TRIGGER register b first
RESETTING /clearin it and then ulsing the opposite sideg/, An

exception is the input to the MDR MEMORY DEFLECTION REGISTER) Ey.
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One digit of this is shown in Figure 3, The operation of this
circuit can be deduced from the symbols of Appendix C, The T
is pulsed either negative or positive, depending on whether the
input digit is high or low,

1.4.2, DELAY UNIT (HAVENS DELAY),

Notice (Appendix C) that the
DELAY UNIT is the only kind of delayunit used in the 701, and that its out-
put is a "level" which changes to the
value applied at the input only at the
time that the clamp signal appears,
This time coincides with the end of
the syne gate, which has admitted the
input level, Thus the output of such
a unit does not change until just as the
input becomes no longer significant,
1.4.2.1, Read in to a DELAY UNIT.

A typical DELAY UNIT SWITCHING
circuit is shown in Figure 4, Notice
that the unit "looks at its own tail"
when no control signal is applied, and
therefore acts like a /dynamio FF,If a control signal makes it "look at"
some other unit, then it 1s prevented
from looking at its own tail, It then
assumes the value of the specified input
number, whenever a clamp signal (not
shown) appears,

ouTPUT

At +A2

pIGiT

Figure 3. Input to MD R,

READ IN numpeR A

wumBer "B"SHIFT

SHtFT NUMBER c"

Figure 4, Input te DU,
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2. General Logical Design.

Avpendix D lists the 701 order code and compares each
operation with the equivalent WWI operation, with only a short
note to explain the difference. It is hoped that anyone familiar
with WWI operation will get a reasonably accurate picture of 701
operations by looking at Appendix D. It may be necessary to refer
to sections 2.1 and 2.2 (on Block Outline, and Timing) in order
to understand the operations.

2-1 Block Outline.

The over-all logical organ-
ization of the 701, shown in figure
5» is very much like WWI. The major
differences are as follows:

Stored spots are not fne1a/ all
at once, but a group of spots is RE
GENGRATED whenever possible. 'The
REG. COUNTER keeps track of which
spots must be regenerated next.
Each regeneration regenerates a spot
in every tube (i.e., four addresses
at once). Thus, it is necessary to
include (in the memory drawers) a
TRIGGER for each storage tube, These

no part in the logic of the machine,
they have no special name.

when reading out of storage, except
that addresses also go through INSTR.

doing arithmetic. After a half-
length number is placed in MEM. REG.
(see section 1.2.1., and note on

figure 5) it is handled as if it were
a full-length number.

MEM. REG., ACC, and MQ use
DELAY UNTTS. A "D" eannot be comple-
mented directly, so ACC is comple~
mented by running its contents through
the complement part of the TRUB/COMPIE-

INSTR.
COUNTER
Led

REGENERATN
COUNTER GT GTIIGT

MEM, DE
(mDR
E SD,7

ES or ESM
es or EST,

INSTRUCTIONS
& NACF-Woros
60 TO LEFT }g _ OT
of MR, AND
RIGHT % ARE MEM.REG
RESET TO ZERO. [PR or ARZ

G

CONTROL INSTRUCTW REG
PULSES, BITS tT:
Levels, = OP. SEC.JADDRESS FEC
GATES, Ven or
To

ContRot OP, DECODE
em, 1TPD

Gis
ACG

3 tae]
oT OT

xrOR ov BR

CLAGS SEL. MX. TAPE UNITS (MAGNETIC
UNIT SEL, MX. Drum UNITS
IN/ovT UNITS SEL, CARD 2 Print UNITS

T's form
like our [eR].

registers,each much
But, as they play

The MEM. REG. acts like [PR

REG. before going to MEM. DEFL. The
MEM. REG. also acts like when

ADDER

Acc7

MENT (t/c) circuit and the adder (ad-
ding in Zero). (See section 3.2 for
arithmetic details).

The MQro (Multiply/Quotient) is most Figure w
like but is also used for

is using for/. care must 7Ol BLOCK OUTLINE
While
be taken to prevent any other use of MQ.
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2e2 Timing Outline.

A general outline of the timing for ADD is shown in
figure 6. The general outline for other instructions may have
more cycles or less. There are two kinds of signals sent through-
out the computer to indicate the point in the timing of a single
instruction: time pulses (0 through 11) and CYCIES (1,8,E/R,R).
Each cycle refers to a complete processing of one word of storage.
(Each R or B/R refers to four addresses. See section 2.1.)
Notice that any part of Loperation timing] which does not need to
use storage allows storage to regenérate, and so is made an B/R
cycle. The R cycles do nothing but regenerate storage, and can be
omitted if storage'is in good shape, as discussed below. If they
can not be omitted, an ADD takes 604s, as shown. (Regenerationis "safe", and the programmer never needs to think about it.)

TIME: lays t2ys 12

TIME PULSES! 01294 S 67991 O12 39S CITA C1LIFS e7s HUH OFZIFSCTVIWN OFZIFS G7GGON

INSTRUCTION EXECUTE REC ENECYCLE! xr
Ne

MEMORY:

OPERATION 7FUNCTION: [PROGRAM Tim!
LIKE GUN wart]

Lorerarion TIMING
FIGURE 6. Outline of a typical ADD instruction.

2-2-1 "Free games" technique.

One B/R cycle is used for each step of multiply or divide.
Thus, one of these operations regenerates a great deal of storage, and
4t is safe to omit the R cycles on the next twelve instructions of a
program. Whenever a MULTIPLY, MULTIPLY-ROUND, or DIVIDE is performed,
@ counter starts counting instructions as they are performed and al-
lows twelve to occur without any R cycles. This counter is popularly
called the "free games" counter. A single multiply or divide takes
quite a long time, but if it is followed by twelve ADD's (for in-
stance) then the apparent multiply or divide time is about as short
as a single ADD time.
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22.2, Traffic Outline,

Figure 7 shows a rough outline of the flow of informa-
tion from register to register during an ADD instruction, The
vertical axis shows the registers laid out as in Figure 5, The
horizontal axis is "time", as in Figure 6, A dotted line shows
the influence of MEM, DEFL, on ES, At the "end of operation",the I cycle line comes on, but is suppressed until R cycles are
completed, The two inputs to the adder are actually applied through-
out the transient period and until the result is read to ACC,

[PRoG, Timing LOPERATION Timwe7 REGENERATION 0next)

[poo one]

MEMORY
REGISTE
INSTRUCT ON
REGISTE *z R R

ADDER

Acc "e+

Ee - ER

InsTRU LA o

REGENERATIO
COUNTER

MEMORY
4

ES {REWRne}- EGEN, EGEN

CYCLE
TIMER

TRaNENT

Figure 7. Traffic Atine for a Typical Abb.
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3. Some Details,
The following sections provide a little more detail

on some aspects of the 701 system,

3. 1, ontrol
[bust GEN]
PRIMARY ! me,The general outline of

[central control/ is shown in Figure
.12 TIME

ve
LINES

€, A clock distributes 12 tire pulses, SYNC
A cycle timer determines the kind of & CLAMP

TO HAVENS

cycle, with the regeneration control DeLavs

telling whether an is needed or not, ReseT
The INSTRUCTION REGISTER tells Groep swe TIMER 9 E/R
what operation to perform, These
three kinds of signals are combined
with other conditions within the ma-

To DELAYS

ConTRou

2

which can be [cleared/ RESET by stop~
ping the syne pulse, Figure 3. Ovtline of Control,

chine to provide control signals, 3r
3 REG GAM

oe l,l. Primar Drive and CLOCK, aw @,
REG, MATRIX OR

The primary drive pulse OP SECTION

generator/ supplies 1m,pulses to the OVER FLO
CLOCK It also supplies sync ACC SIOM us

Hack-WoRD
Ete,and clamp pulses to the delay units ere,

9

The CLOCK never stops, because regeneration must take
place if nothing else, It contains 12 T's, only one of which is ON

at a time, When it goes OFF it forces the next one ON, The odds
and evens are alternately pulsed OFF by a 13th T, The ON conse-
quently progresses around the ring, The CLOCK is "stopped" if nore
or less than one T is ON, It is "reset" by holding the number
zero T ON until all the others are OFF, and then letting it go.

3.1.2, Regeneration Control.

The regeneration control is sketched in the bottom half
of Figure 9, The counter on the left side counts to make sure that
each instruction has three regenerations, and if so, "R-completed"
line is ON, allowing the cycle timer to go to the I cycle, If the
R cycles are not completed, the "R-required" line is ON, keeping
the cycle timer in the R cyele, The counter on the right is the "free
ganes' counter, which is RESET (cleared at the beyinning of operations
like "multiply", It counts once on every instruction wm 13
tions have been started, and during ihis time the "R-compieted" line is
turned ON, indicating that no R is required at the ends of the twelve
intervening instructions,
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3,13. Cycle Diner.

Part of the cycle timer is
sketched in the top half of Figure 9,It has four T's, At the end of an
operation (see also Figure 7) the I
TRIG is turned ON, But if an R is
required, the R TRIG is also turned
ON, and this suppresses the I output
line, As soon as enough & cycles have
been completed, the R TRIG is turned
OFF, allowing the I line to come ON,
This same sort of arrangement is used
(not shown) when the computer is oper-
ated in a manual fashion, so that the
R line is on when you have manually
stopped the computer, and yet the
other TRIGGERS remember what cycle the
instruction is in when you want more
pulses in the computer,

A negative AND gate (not
shown) in each of the top three TRIG
inputs allows a negative pulse to turn
OFF the TRIGGERS which are not being
turnedon, JThus, the setting of one
TRIG /elears/ the others (but the R
TRIG is special, as described above),

3.1.4. Control Signals,
The genera] method of obtain-

jng control signals was menticned in
section 3,1, and sketched in Figure &,
Notice that the output linesfrom the
MATRIX /es/ do not go to a control

but to a system of AND and OR

gates called EXECUTION CONTROLS and
EXECUTION CONTROL MIXERS, Roughly five
sections to these circuits can be rec=
ognized: (A) a MATRIX line is com-

bined, if necessary, with other condi-
tions in the computer to find out what
kind of instruction is called for,
(B) The resultant signal is sent to the
various OR circuits which control the
kinds of /commands/ required,

Page 11 of 24
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(C) The OR circuits activate these /commands/ regardless of
the instruction which calls for them (Sections B and C are roughly
equivalent to the inputs and outputs of the /control matrixz/).
(D) The signal is then split up, if necessary, into several AND
circuits in order to combine with other conditions in the computer,
(E) A control signal appears if its AND circuit finds that con=
ditions, cycle, and time pulse are correct (this section is
roughly equivalent to the Zepo units/).
3.2, Arithmetic,

Arithmetic in the 701 is mich like that in WiI except
for the method of handling overflow and signs, and except for the
adder circuits,
3.2.1, Dieitg in Acc.

The ACC has two digits which never appear anywhere else,

shifted along with the remaining digits of the number so that
double-length numbers can be added simply by letting the over-
flow go into the P and Q digits and then later shifting these dig-its to the least significant end of the ACC and adding in the most
significant part of the double-length number,

(See Figure 10), They are called and Q (pints and quarts)
and represent the digits 2° and 2°, These digits are added and

The binary point of the 701,
as with WhI can be considered anywhere
for addition and either at the extreme Tite; Q P

right or at the left (between P and 1)

double-length product, An attenpt is made n Aseof single-length multiplicands and their VALVE: (siow) 2 a

not to think of any particular location
for the binary point of the 701 system, Fisuve 10. Digits of ACC.
but when confusion must be avoided the
same convention as WWI is usually used,

3.2.2, Overflow.

Whenever an overflow occurs into the P digit (when adding,
rounding, or shifting left) an overflow T is turned ON, This T re~
mains ON (lighting a light on the operator's panel, but not influenc-
ing the operation of the computer) until a TRANSFER OVERFLOW in-
struction is performed, which senses the overflow, TRANSFERS CON~

TROL if necessary, and RESETS the overflow T,
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3.2.3. Sign Control for Add.

Page 13 of 246889

Because of the method of representing negative nun-
bers (see section 1,2,4,1), a subtract instruction is the same as
an add except that the sign digit (but not the number digits) is
considered to be complemented, The adding and sign-handling cir=
cuits are (with the above slight exception) not concerned with
whether a positive number is being subtracted or a negative one is
being added,

3.2.3.1. The Simple Cases.

Thus, the analysis of ADD describes SUBTRACT as well,

If the two numbers being added have the same sign, we
wish to let one magnitude increase the other, and we know the sign
of the result must be the same as that of the original numbers,
Thus the two numbers are simply added and the ACC sign is not
touched,

3.2.3.2. The Other Cases, *

If the two numbers being added have unlike signs, we wish
to let one magnitude decrease the other,
the resultant sign should be,

We must then decide what
The result will have the same sign

as the original ACC if the magnitude of ACC is large enough to nul-
lify the magnitude of MR,[MJ(See Figure 11,)

Since a magnitude smaller
than zero can not be represented di-
rectly, the decreasing of magnitudes
can not be done unless one of the num-
bers is complemented, As in RWI, the
9's complement is used, thus letting

zero/ (or -Q/). (Notice, however,
that ACC sign is not involved in this
complementing.) Therefore, the con-

+
+ +Acc

= Acc Ac =
6

MR MR
Acc

Mereo sent on Acc

Figure Il. ACC Sign after "subtract".

plement of the magnitude of ACC is
added (b way of the T/C circuit of
Figure 5) to the magnitude of WR, This
accomplishes the decreasing of one mag- Ace comP MR mR Go Bae)
nitude by the other With
[-/, as shown in Figure
brackets show the relationship between
the ACC magnitude and its negative-

also the resultant magnitude-with-
respect-to [-0/.) The magnitude

Figure 12. Magnitudes with respect

espect to
12, (The

oF Pevs A
MAG, of Reset with respect

magnitude-with=resvect=-to and show

me BAcc Kee mR RE

*An explanation not used by IBM, but presumably giving the
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must then be returned to its correct form, In Figure 12B the

the WWI system) has occurred, and the magnitude is in correct
form, In Figure 124, however, no /EAC7 has occurred, so the ACC
must be complemented again (by sending it alone through the T/C
and adder of Figure 5) to arrive at the correct magnitude,

magnitude is above [-Y, 80 an /EAC7EAC (end around carry) in

So far, our addition of unlike signs has produced the
correct magnitude, (An overflow can not arithmetically occur,
so it is not sensed,) All that remains is to find the correct
ACC sign, As in Figure 11, the sign digit of ACC must not be
changed if the magnitude of ACC is large enough to nullify the
size of Mi, This occurs in the case of Figure 12A, Thus, if no
end around carry occurs, the ACC sign digit is not changed, and
vice versa as in Figure 12B,

As in WI, a result of "zero" produces no end around
carry, But unlike WWI, the above rule says that in this case ACC
sign is not changed, but the magnitude is complemented, So the
sien of a "zero" remainder is always the same as the original sign
of ACC, and the number digits are all zero,

3.2.3.3, Rule for Sign on ADD.

Signs same: add magnitudes; leave sign alone; set
overflow T if necessary,

Signs different: add complement of ACC magnitude to

complement ACC but not ACC sign,
- - if feac/(jaccKpr ; Figure 128;

complement ACC sign, but not ACC,

Then: - ~ if no [aR FigureJacdy

3.2.4, Adder.
ou ee RB,

The circuit for the passive
om

turned ON if any two or more of the three

adder is shown in Figure 13, Only one t
digit is shown, A "sun" output ap-

CARRYpears if all three of the inputs are carhy OR

ON, or if any of them is ON and there is ms

no carry out", The tt carry out" is OR

SUMinputs are ON, Thus when the input gates No

are turned ON for ps, the circuit out- ouT sym TO ACC
Car LAST

puts eventual] stabilize, It takes the
To Acc

carry levels about 3,5 to become stabil-
ized from one enc of the complete adder

Figwe 13, ADDER DIGIT

The sum is then fed to the ACC DELAY UNITS,

CONFIDENTIAL
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and they eventually become set to the correct sum,

3.2.56 Shift Counter.

The ADDRESS SECTION OF THE INSTRUCTION REGISTER re-
ceives the address section of all instructions and is therefore
used as the step counter for shifting and also for multiply and
divide, A shift of up to 255 can be programmed, and any shift
over 72 will clear both ACC and M/Q, The reason for allowing
such large numbers of shifts is that a calculated scale factor
can be inserted as the address of a shift instruction with some
assurance that large numbers of shifts wil clear the register
instead of simply produ eng small numbers of shifts (i, e, a
shift of 128 would result in a shift of 0 if this feature were not
provided),

3.2.6, Shifting,
Shifting is accomplished by making each DELAY UNIT of

ACC (including P and Q) and M/@ "look at" its neighbor instead
of "its own tail" (see section 1.4.2.1.) A shift of cne place
per psec, cecurs as long as they look at their neighbors, so
the shift lineis merely turned ON for the length of time deter-
mined by the SC Actually, no more then 8 shifts occur on any
E cycle, See Appendix D for long and short shifts, and sign
control for shifts,
3.2, te Sign Contro] for Multiply and Divide.

The sign control for mitiply and divide is similar to
that of WWI except that the numbers themselves are already in
positive magnitude form, and except for the fact that both aCC and
MQ have sign digits which must be correct, (The "divide" leaves
a quotient in MQ with its sign, and the remainder in ACC with its
sign, See section 3,2,8,)
3.2.8, Dividing,

In the "divide" operation, the adder is sensed to dise
cover a subtraction was too much and if so. the sum is
simply not coried into ACC, Thus act always contains a regular
remainder, rather than the plus-or-minus remainder found in WI,
and no corrective add is required,

3.3 In-Cut.

As with WWI, the in-out system has so many variables
that it is not as easy to describe as the rest of the system, The
following notes, therefore, are even less complete than the pre-
ceding notes,

CONFIDENTIAL
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To operate an in-out unit, the general procedure is

mode, and unit to use,while each COPY actually copies a word
into or,out of ES depending on whether READ or WRITE was used

use at the moment usually simply disconnects itself from the com-
puter and eventually stops, If a COPY occurs too early in the
program, the computer simply waits, See Appendix D,

3.3.1, Card Characteristics,
Standard IBM cards can be punched in binary fashion under

a program of control from the computer, When punched in this way,
each 0-bit row of the card will contain two full-length words, or
72 bits, There are 24 full-length words, or 4€ instructions, on
each card, These cards read into ES under the control of a program
in much the same way that paper tape reads into WWI, Standard alpha-
numeric cards can also be read in by way of a special progran,

3.3.1.1, Card Read-in Program.

A special loading card can be read in by means of three
simple instructions programmed by pushing the LOAD BUITON, One of
these instructions is a COPY, which brings in the first word (2 in-
structions) from the card, One of these new instructions brings
in another word, and so the card pulle itself into ES by ite own
boot straps, The remainder of this loading card has on it a program
much like our read=in programs, and allows reading-in the remainder
of the cards in a deck, The remaining cards of the deck each have
a check number, a starting address, and a number indicating how

many registers should be loaded from the card, The last card in the
deck tells where to start the program that has just been read in, and
is called the TRANSFER card, The cards between the load and the
TRANSF&R card can be in any sequence, since each has its own start-
ing address,

3.3.1.2, Reader. Punch, and Printer.

The reader can read cards at a maximum of 150 cards/minute,
The punch can punch cards at a maximum of 100 cards/minute,
The printer can follow cards at a maximum of 150 cards/minute,

and prints one line for each card, (It cannot follow binary-punched
cards, )

CONFIDENTIAL
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to use an instruction READ or WRITE like followed by any
number of COPY instructions, The used selects the type

as If a COPY is not programmed in time, the in-out unit in
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In order to operate the punch and printer, these de-
vices must receive information as if it were coming from a stand-
ard IBM card, This usually means that the information has to
be calculated beforehand, and placed in storage as a "card
image", This card image can then be copied half-row by half~row
into the punch or printer,
3.3.2. Drum,

The following paragraph is to be considered HIGHLY
COMMERCIALLY CONFIDENTIAL,

The drum circuit involves the use of a single counter,
and the address of the desired drum register is placed in this
counter by a special instruction, This counter does not count
antil the specified drum passes the zero mark, The counter then
counts down until it is empty, at which time the drum is at the
proper address, Thus it takes on the average half a revolution
to start counting and half a revolution to reach the specified
address, so that the average time is one complete drum revolu=-
tion to find an address, The average time will be only half a
revolution if addresses near the zero mark are specified, and
these addresses are multiples of 32, There are four "drums"
contained on two separate cylinders,
3.3.3. Tape (magnetic),

The magnetic tape contains blocks of information, of any
length,with blank spaces between them, A single COPY instruction
pulls in a full word length, which involves six lines, each six
bits long, When reading, the tape will stop only at blank spaces,
The program has full control of what is recorded where, and so
must manufacture its own addressing system if one is desired, The
tape moves at 75 inches/second, and contains 100 bits/Jinear inch,

4. Further Information,

Some further information can be obtained from publications
in the Whittemore Building Library: library number 2077, "Defense
Calculator Memos", contains memos on the 701, only some of which
are concerned with logical design (see list in Appendix EB), Idbrary
number 2076, "701 Operator's Reference Manual", is a preliminary
manual which is largely obsolete, However, the descriptions of
operations (beginning in page 54) should be up to date except for
the description of the "read backward" (and of COPY after "read back-
ward"), Pages 47 to 51 might also be of interest, though possibly
out of date,

CONFIDENTIAL
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Appendix A

Logical Characteristics of 70] System (see section 1,2.)
(Footnotes)

Type . 2 6 high-speed,

Design Electronic, digital,
Number system, , .. 6 Binary,

2Register length (basic or full word), 36 Binary digits,
(basic instruct on or 18 Binary digits,

Method of handling numbers ..... . . .Parallel digital transmission,
addition, and storage,

tubes, (2 benks, 512 spots

Capacity of internal storage . 2048 half-words, numbered
consecutively,

Access time to internal storage. .. . 12 sec, read-rewrite, }5,

Type of internal storage . « Williams electrostatic memory

per tube,) 3.

Basic functional design . .. « e e « Pulses (usually one} sec, long)
and outputs from basic memory
devices are switched via crystal
circuits to determine new states
for the memory devices,

Basic memory devices » TRIGGER (like YW FF), and
RAVENS DELAY unit, 6,

Crystal switching circuits ...... » AND circuits (like gates), and
OR circuits (like mixers),

1, See section 1.2.4.1.
2. See section 1.2.1,
3, See section 1.2.3,
4, See section 1,2.2,
5, See section 2.2,
6, See section 1,4,

CONFIDENTIAL
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Appendix B

Terminology (see section 1,3.)

Note: 701 NAMES ARE IN CAPITALS, and names are in brackets/,
Abbreviations are listed at the end,
Gone memes are popultry but net sffiesal.)

ADDRESS COUNTER = INSTRUCTION COUNTER acd
BLOCK DIAGRAM = schematic SYSTEM DRAWING LOGICAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
fPlock diagram] 701 HAS NONE
DELAY UNIT = HAVENS UNIT = /see sections 1,4, and 1.4.2.7
ZGelay element/ = 701 HaS NONE

fmenory register/ = MEMORY LOCATION
MULTIPLY/QUOTIENT /TOR or BR/ (see section 2,1.)
REGENERATE = fhold spots in IS, one spot in each tube at a time/
RESET = [ele or sometimes Leet
dlreset/= SET (to some number, x)
SLIVER = /a bothersome spike/
SPIKi = /spike: botherless positive noise on an OFF n

SWITCH = [rather like read-in gatesg/ (see section 1.4.2.1.), ox

ftransfer = STCRE or COPY

= MAKUAL "OFF" (or "ON") PIN CONNECTION.
UNIT RECORD = CARD, or A BLOCK ON TAPE

GLITCH = fa botherless negative spike on an ON line
MEMORY REGISTER or AR/ (see sections 1.3, and 2,1.)

[step counter/ 701 USES PART OF ADDRESS REGISTER (PR
eircuit

TRANSFER Ler or
2 or DECUDER

TRIGGER
TRUE NUNBER = La number in magnitude-with-sign" form
TWEAKER fe convenient terminal for screwdriver" setting of a FF

Some ab>reviations:

A = ALL CYCLES, or AMPLIFIER
AC & CONTROL UNIT, or ADDRESS COUNTER
ACC = ACCUMULATOR
D = DELAY UNIT, or DURATION OF SIGNAL (as in "A2(D1)" the duration

E EXECUTE- CYCLE
E/R ="EXECUTE/REGENERATE' CYCLE
I = INVERTER, or "INSTRUCTION CYCLE

is 1 sec,

MQ M/q = MULTIPLIER/QUOTIENT REGISTER {MOR or BR
MR = MEMORY REGISTER PR or
OR = OR circuit [mixer
R = *REGE ERATEra CYCLE
T = TRIGGER
T/C = TRUECMPLEENT CIRCUIT

-8= AND circuit /gate/

CONFIDENTIAL
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Apperdix

Symbolg (see section 1,4.)

Time notation:
Example: +

Signal has duvation of eps,
arts with time pulse 3

CYCLE (2, &
Polarity at time shown Cnething plus),

& R,

Aw inpot te a T whieh Ac+ Iebelled with the time is usually gust TWEAKER unless it comes

Other notations on lines are pin numbers, Aystem humbers/ PAGE NUMBERS ete '
From some other

An attempt is made to have information flow From left to right.
So coueters count from left te right,

Signal voltages tre standard?
+1o (clanped) = ON = UP < HoT = PULLED

from -30 to ~15 = OFF = DOWN

Each standard : is shown by @ boxs
<- Physical location

taining this blockpluggable uni

Kind of civeu't 1. Tobe location Cin the plossable vat
for this block,

Port
Number,

Abbreviations for kinds of circuits:
LX =Iwerters (fast) CF = Cathode Fellowey THY = Thuratron

I, = slow
PCF = Power CF PLATE

SHIELD

Pkr = Peaker

ded grid
TH

ST = Syne caTHODEelf Ac. oupled

CL <elowp (ir oc high speed
low speed

= &=AND Lar] T= TRIGGER [FF D= DELAY Ciavens

OR = OR Slow Sync & CLame

OR perated wi th vegative Ky =

key)gals Output OFF f all Iuace tae Box: CROUS Inca);Inputs OFF)
~OR = ANO civevit with neg signels

@FF f any Input OFF)
Plate 5

SywesSL

SAMPLE LOGICAL BLOCK DIAGRAM:

Eavivalent
OuTET =
Then

W Block
:

co2-+ we CF
4 7, 35,02,

LO2-G MP3
02-3

oP,
7.03.06 &2 MEZ = Bd2Pcr 01.02

CONF DENTIAL Alo 2) 7.03.01
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(see section 2,)

Deci Short Closest WHI
# Name Symbol Equivalent Explanatory notes (see section 1.2.2.)
0 STOP & TR STOP sp/rs, atop New Lre7 aldress is displeged while stopped),

1 TRANSFER TR sp (old foc] wires ix nat remembered in /AK]),

Overflow TRIGGER,),
3 TRON PLUS TR+ Cp +)
4 TRON ZERO {TRO {p O)

5 SUBTRACT SUB su
6 RESET & SUB IR SUB

7 SUB ABSOLUTE SUB AB em (su magnitude) HM SAME

8 NO OPERATION INO OP rs, no stop
9 ADD ADD ad DIGITSy guT ALSO

11 ADD ABSOLUTE ADD AB am (ed magnitude),
TR ov.

12 STORE STORE ts
13 STORE ADDRESS STORE a [td (ie. digits).

14 STORE MQ STORE MQ (ts from BR)
15 LOAD MQ LOAD MQ (ca direct to BR) (No change in Acc).

FRom DIGIT To Distt P P.

s Eveared oney when

28 REWIND REWIND (si rewind)} vse write EF

2 ov on overflow is the only way te sense or te [clear]the

cs P 2 @

ZERO REsve
SIGN AS PREVIOUSLY ww ACC,

OVERFLOW SIMPLY GOES INTO

Pe Q iF They WERE
REGULAR

ca (ReeTs PFQ), can be cleaved only by10 RESET & ADD R ADD
SETS OVERFLOW TRIGGER which

(ev LoaD MQ),
16 MULTIPLY MPY mh mutT HAVE NUMBER Product SIGN

In Ma GOES To BOTH

17 ROUND MPY Rs mr (wo ew sg7 Nor IN whichis fost, ACE S16N SION,

IGNORED,SIGN SF M@
withSUMED SAME AS ACE SION. divided by MR, REMAINDE IN18 DIVIDE DIV dv

Age sign. see
Seetion19 ROUND ROUND err 0 DOES NOTHING BoT RouND-OFF, 3.2.

IT Does cLeAR MQ. SION & ADRESS

20 LONG S L L LEFT is Mabe 3 MQ FIN, Ace, MA ARE SHIFTED,
21 LONGS R L RIGHT srh 3 ma « a Ly u Ace OV TRIG 15 SET IF SI"

A LEFT sir22 acc
Touch Ep

(i.e. ov TRIG.>23 ACCSR A RIGHT srr
ACC, B&Q ARE SHIFTED, BUT MoT
Lik LONG SHIFTS EXCEPT MQ NOT TOUCHED AND SIONS

NO

24 PREP TO RD READ (si read) }re WIth PRINTERUse
R

AND ALL IN cePy ®fave,CHECK

25 PREP RD BKWD READ B (si rd, backw,) SETS FO IWTERLOCK which

A UNIT DISCONNECTS,26 PREP TO WRT WRITE (si write)
CLEARS SECTION

27 WRT END FILE WRITE EF (si blank tape) sory read mone.OF TAPE. IF UNIT 15 IT WAITS FOR DISCONNECT.

FIRST,

29 SET DRUM ADR SET DR (si drum address) ton DRMDAFTER Read Ess = DRUMARTING
DDRESS« ZERO

PROGRAM
IF SETDR
De

30 SKIP CONTROL SENSE (si light or ep on anual)
Cone SENSE Rooness« For To

OFF
=ADRESSAtt

On NSTRUCTION OF PROGRAMe
ki
CHT To TURN ON g Con TORN
EY To one

IF WO MORE woros ow CARD. ETC, END OF
31 COPY & SKIP COPY (rd or re) owe INSTR, IF NO MORE

TO GO

Two (eno of

CONFIDENTDAL
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APPENDIX E (see section 4,).
List of IBM Memos

Memo Number Description

*116 Some Symbols

117 Regeneration

(120 Checking)

125 Clock, etc.

131 Regeneration Control

*132 NOMENCLATURE

circuit)

not exist)

(See also 157).

(See also 152 and 158)

(152 See 151)

155 Tape nomenclature

157 (See 150)

*158 Title boxes; labels. (See also 151)

(162 Neon bulbs)

(163 labels and diode circuits )

183 Order "+ copy"

(184 Octal-decimal manual table)

6889

(138 ACC includes adder and 2/C

(140 "Add~to-Memory" instruction does

150 Symbols (especially page 6).

*151 Drawing block diagrams.

* . of basic importance.

( ) - of lesser importance.
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Appendix F
index

Page, Section, Figure

1... 1, Introduction, ot
2. 6 Drawings

1.2, Characteristics
1.2.1. Word Length
1.2.2, Addresses
1.2.3, Storage Tube Layout vs, Ad-

dresses, . . . 2
3, 2 ec e 162.4, Signs and Negative Numbers

1.2.4.1, Interpretation
0 0 Letcher, Location of Sign Digit

1,3, Terminology
1.4, Symbols

14,1, TRIGGER
1.4.1.1, Read in to a TRIGGER, ., .3

6. 6 6 ce « 1.4.2. DELAY UNIT (HAVENS DELAY)
1.4.2.1, Read in to a DELAY UNIT, , .4

7. » 2 General Logical Design
2,1, Block Outline, 9

8, ° e 6 6 2625 Timing Outline 6 e e e e e ® e e e e 6
2e2el, "Free games™ technique

9. . 6 6 2 Traffic Outline... 7

10, . .3. Some Details

3,1,2, Regeneration Control, . .

3.1.4. Control Signals
12, . « e Arithmetic

3.2 2, Overflow
e 3,23, Sign Control for Add

3.2.3.1, The Simple Cases
3.2.3.2. The Other Cases , 7

15. . 0 Betede «Shift Counter
3.2.6, Shifting
2.2.7. Sign Control for Multiply and Divide
3.2.8, "ividing,

* e
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(page)

1

3

4.

5.

6

6

7
8

9

103.1, Control,
Primary Drive and CLOCK

® # #

3.1.1
1111, e o2e 1,3. Cycle Timer, 9

3.2,1, Digits in ACC eeeee@#8@@ # @ 10 12

13 e e e e °

13
13

14. o 3.2.dete Rules for Sign Control on ADD

3.2.4. Adder # 8 @ 13
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Page, Section, Figure (page)

16 Card Characteristics* « xe@ 3.3.1.e

3.3.1el. Card Read-in Program
3.3.1-2. Reader, Punch, and

Printer

3.3.3 . Tape (magnetic)

4. Further Information

APPENDICES

18,...A Logical Characteristics of 701 System
B Terrinology

20 C Symbolsal D Order Code
22 E List of IBM Memos
23.000F Index

Rollin P, Mayer

Approved LOM.
Norman H, Taylor
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: DELTA,, IN CERAMIC ARRAY #1

Tos N. H. Taylor

E. A. Guditz

October 14, 1952

Abstract: It is possible to obtain two values of output voltage from
a half-selected memory core depending on whether it holds
& ONE or a ZERO. This fact places a limit on the size of a
memory plane or, more specifically, the number of cores on
one sensing winding which may be half-selected during a read
operation,

Consider the memory core hysteresis loop shown in Figure 1,
is the magnetizing current required to switch the core. I,/2 is the

magnetizing current to which the core is subjected while switching

arbitrarily considered to be a disturbed ONE and a d sturbed ZERO

respectively. Ifa current of 2 is applied to the core while it holds
a ONE, a flux change of NS, (non-selected ONE) is produced, If, instead,
the same current is applied while the core holds a ZERO, a different flux
change, NS (non=selected ZERO) is produced. The difference, NS, - NS»,
has been named ns°

another memory core in its row or colum,. $3 e the flux states

Figure 2 shows the sensing winding geometry for Ceramic Array
#1. Note that the sensing winding links every core in the memory plane.
Note, also, the plus and minus signs associated with each core. These
refer to the polarity of output voltage induced in the sensing winding
when a core is fully or partially switched by the application of coordinate
driving currents in the directions indicated by the arrows at the ends of
the driving lines. Since there are equal numbers of positive and negative
outputs on each coordinate line almost complete cancellation of the half-
selecting signals results. (One of the outputs is from the selected core).

Figure 3a shows two selected coordinate lines of memory cores in
a 16x16 array. The plus and minus signs indicate the polarity of voltages

the positive direction in each coordinate driving line. that the

selected core receives the full switching durrent while the other thirty
cores receive but half switching current. However, since the sensing
winding links all the cores, the thirty half-selected core outputs add

induced in the sensing winding with the application of (Figure 1) in
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to or subtract from the selected core output depending on their polarities,If all the half-selected outputs were equal in magnitude then two cases
would result:

a. Selected core output positive
b. Selected core output negative

For (a) the net output becomes,

+ selected core output + 1NS - 16NS =+ selected core output - 2NS,

For (b) the net output becomes,

- selected core output + 16NS 14NS = < selected core output - 2NS.

The 2NS terms may be ignored temporarily as not significantly affecting
array size. Since it has been shown that half-selecting a core which
holds a ONE results in a larger output than half-selecting a core which
holds a ZERO, it can be seen that there exists two "worst patterns" and
two "best patterns" for a given pair of coordinate lines. Examples of
these are shown in Figures 3a, 3b, and kb,

Reading this core results in a negative output signal on the sensing winding.
To construct a "worst pattern", the net half-selecting signal from the thirty
half-selected cores must be positive in order to subtract from the negative
ONE. 'This means that those cores which will contribute positive half-
selecting signals must contain ONES and those cores which will contribute

calledA

+ Suppose that the selected coré in Figure 3a contains a ONE.

yield the largest net difference, the sum of all the 5.» which wil benegative half-selecting signals must contain ZEROS, This condition will

ns
Suppose again that the selected core in Figure 3b contained a

ZERO, Reading this core would result in a negative output signal on the
sensing winding. To construct a "worst case", the net half-selecting
signal from the thirty half-selected cores must be negative in order to
add to the negative ZERO. This means that those cores which contribute
negative half-selecting signals must contain ONES and those cores which
contribute positive half-selecting signals must contain ZEROS. Thus it
is seen that a ONE can be made smaller and a ZERO larger by the contribution
of Ans to the net sensing winding output.

or one which gives the largest "ONE-ZERO" ratio, This situation resultsmake the ONES larger and the ZEROS smaller resulting in a best pattern *Conversely,A can in some instances be of such value as to

from patterns shown in Figures ha and hb.

For any array, the worst conditions exist for a ONE output
signal when the net output is composed as follows:
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ONE - {n - 2)

where n = number of cores on a coordinate line,
The worst condition for a ZERO exists when the output consistsf

ZERO + (n - 2) 5 1, -285.
Furthermore, since the amplitude of an

NS,Ss
is greatest on a

core which holds an undisturbed ONE, and islower and relatively constant
after that, it is possible to get a large which can be defined as

53 = NS, (undisturbed) - NSpens

For 2= to -1 selection in a memory plane, there may exist two undisturbed
ONES ready to contribute to the above effect and thewrst conditions may
become

1

1
ZERO + + (n-4)S -2Ns,

5 ~2NS)2ONE - ns

ns

The NS signals from fourteen cores in Ceramic Array #1 were re-
corded photographically during normal operation while they held the "worst
pattern", The results yielded an average é ns of two millivolts.

Measurement of on seven individual cores by first half
and then while it containedselecting the core while it Contained a

a ONE gave an average of bout 2 1/2 millivolts,
Another measurement of delta was obtained by putting a "worst

pattern" into the entire array, In this case all cores with outputs of
positive polarity held ONES and all cores with outputs of negative
polarity held ZEROS. With the pattern inserted, all excitation was re-
moved except a half-selecting current on a winding which linked every core
(Z-plane winding). The sensing winding output voltage then consisted

one millivolt.

solely of from 128 pairs of cores, This value therefore 3 is approx-
ay using 2:1imately the §Sme as Wo

selection. This total
be generated by a 128 x 128

was 130 millivolts or a ns
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These values may be compared to the following signal values:
Normal operation of the 16 x 16 Ceramic Array #1 gives peak

volts and ZEROS of approximately 60 millivolts.
amplitude of ONE-ZERO ratios of l:1 with ONES of approximately 250 mil lie

An average value for a disturbed NS, signal (over 30 cores) is
25 millivolts and for a disturbed NSg signal +is 23 millivolts.

The first NS, can be as much as ten times greater than a
"second® or *third® NS, signal.

Documented hotographic records of these data on the "delta
problem" for Ceramic rray #1 are in Notebook (3/28/52) on pp. 117-120,
125-136.and in Notebook #5 (6/30/52) on pp. 102-108, 123-12), of E. A.
Guditz.

Signed
Gu

Approved
W. N.

EAG:jmm

Drawing attached:
A~51628 Figure 2
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NSo

NS, > NS.

NS.
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: HYSTERESIS LOOP CHARACTERISTICS OF MF-1118 FOR DIFFERENT
TEMPERATURES

To: Group 63 Staff
From: Channing Morrison

Date: October 16, 1952

Abstract: The hysteresis loops were obtained in a temperature range from
-196 degrees Centigrade to +305 degrees Centigrade. The Curie
point of MF-~1118 was reached at approximately 305 degrees Centi-
grade, and the maximum Squareness Ratio occurred at approximately
30 degrees Centigrade. The flux density and the coercivity were
both a maximum at -196 degrees Centigrade and both decreased with
increasing temperaturée

Type of Cores: The cores used were MF-1118 (F-259, 1-14-52). Four cores
were wound together to provide enough output voltage to facilitate taking
readings on the hysteresograph. This was made necessary since the wire used
was #29 glass-insulated enameled wire and a total of only 18 secondary turns
could be wound on the cores.

Type of Magnet Wire: A special type of magnet wire had to be found for this
experiment because the insulation on Formex and Teflon wire could not with-
stand the high temperatures of the experiment (305 C). The wire used was a
single glass enameled, #29, with a diameter of .0113 mils.

Temperature Control Material: The heating apparatus consisted of a small stove,
a pyrex beaker, some Dow-Corning #550 Silicon Fluid, and some asbestos paper
insulation.

fhe cooling apparatus consisted of ice, dry ice, a combination of
dry ice and alcohol, dry ice and acetone, and liquid nitrogene

Procedure: The apparatus was set up so that the heating equipment could be
used for both the saturation loop and the squareness ratio tests.

For the squareness test, the temperature was raised to 255° Cc, and

readings were taken at that temperature. Then the liquid was allowed to cool

ture taken without coolants was 26 Centigrade.
down and more readings were taken at 20-degree intervals. The lowest tempera-

Then the saturation loop test was started and at room temperature
enough ampere turns were impressed on the cores so that a hysteresis loop far
into saturation was madee This loop was calibrated so that both the flux and
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coercivity could be read off the scope. The gain controls were set at this
calibration and pictures were then taken at room temperature. The temperature
was then increased in increments of twenty degrees and pictures were takenat these points. This procedure was continued until a temperature of 305 C
was reached. This concluded the high-temperature part of the teste

The cooling apparatus was set up and ice was used to cover the
interval between 26° and 0 Centigrade. Three points were taken for the
maximum squareness curve in this interval. For the next lower temperature
range, dry ice with acetone was used and a temperature of -55 degrees Centi-
grade was reached. Finally liquid nitrogen was used and a temperature of
-196° was reached.

This same cooling material was used for the saturation loops and

temperatures, the scale for the flux and coercivity had to be changed because
the core was no longer into saturation at those temperatures and more ampere
turns had to be added.

readings were taken at 0° -6, -58°and -196° C. However, for the last two

fhe data were read off the pictures and tabulated. Then the cores
were unwound and the dimensions of the four cores were taken with a Vernier
Caliper. From the dimensions of the four cores, an average was computed.
Using this average core, the mean path length and cross-sectional area was
determined. With these dimensions, the approximate coercivity in oersteds and
flux density in gauss was computed and finally all the data were plotted in
three curves: Coercivity vs. Temperature, Squareness Ratio vs. Temperature
and Flux Density vs. Temperaturee These curves are shown in Figures 3, 4, and
5 An arrangement of the pictures of the Saturation Hysteresis Loops are
found in Figures 1-1, 1-2, 1-3; and pictures of the Maximum Squareness Loops
are in Figures 2-1 and 2-2.

Signed
Channing y. Morrison

Approved,
David R. Brown

CDM/ jk
Drawings Attached:

Figure 1-1 A-52702
Figure 1-2 A-52714
Figure 1-3 A~52715
Figure 2-1 A~52736
Figure 2-2 A-52737
Figure 3 A-52684
Figure 4 A-52685
Figure 5 A-52686
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT 3 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF SEMICONDUCTORS IV,
QUANTUM STATES IN CRYSTAES. THE BOUND ELECTRON CASE.

Tos Transistor Group

Frome Donald Je Eckl

Dates October 22, 1952

Abstract: This is the fourth note dealing with the physics of semi-
conductors. The field-free model for metals was discussed in

This model is useful in providing an approximate ex-
planation of conduction, thermionic emission, contact poten=
tial, etc. However, the discussion of the properties of semi-
conductors requires a knowledge of the situation in crystalline
solids when the atomic fields are not neglected. The more ace
curate and complete treatment thus entailed leads to allowed
and forbidden energy bands. It is this treatment of the pro=
lem and its results which are the subjects of the present dis-
cussione

4.0 Introduction. The Single Potential Well

The idea of a potential well was mentioned briefly in E-),63. It
was pointed out that only discrete energy levels were allowed for an elec-
tron moving within such a well. For the case of an infinite well shown in
Figure la, the permitted energy levels are given by the relation,

2nh n= (4.0)
8md

Vo

@ a.) Infinite Well b.) WeLL of depth Vo
Figure 1
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In the case where the well has a finite depth as shown in Figure lb, the
situation is more complicated. The permitted energy levels are now given
by the solutions of the transcendental equation,

(4.1)= tan d 81 )
2.

2E-Vh

These solutions are shown graphically in Figure 2 for particular values of
V and a.

?

E,
I

Figure 2

In this particular case, there are four allowed values of energy between
zero and and they have the values

B= E, = 220V,3 Ey
= "LUV3%),

=
oThV,,
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the substitution of a finite well°for the simple case of the infinite well
has modified the energy level scheme as shown in Figure 3.

Es

a) Infinite WeLL

values in the case of the finite well is shown in Figure le

Figure 3

S WIOTH oF WELL.

E,
Figure 4

by Finite WebL

Page 3 of 17

all energies are permitted. ThereforeIt can also be shown that above

CONTINUUM

Es

W function for each of these four energyThe form of the Schroedinger

43

x

E, E,
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The important point to note is that the more nodes or zeros a function
stating here that these) functions are the solutions of the Schroedingeramplitude equation with a particular potential function. Also the expres=sion gives the probability of finding the electron in a volume ele~
ment d&. (See E-163.)

has the higher is the energy to which it belongs. It might be worth re-

4.1 The Case of the Crystalline Solid. Qualitative Picture where Solidis Built Up One Atom at a Time,

In E-47h the potential function for an electron inside a crys-talline solid was discussed. The form of this potential is shown in
Figure 5. Each minimum represents the nucleus on an atom. This is simplya series of potential wells, In the previous section the allowed energy

ATOM

Figure 5

values for a single potential well were discussed. This represents the
case of an electron in the potential field of a single isolated atom.
Now consider the case where a second atom is brought close enough that

wells are shown in Figures 6b and 6c, Both are solutions of the required
Schroedinger equation. Since the antisymmetrical function has more zeros
than the symmetrical one, it must be associated with a higher energy.
Therefore, the lowest energy of the single well has now been split into
two levels, This is true of level belonging to the single well. The
separation between these levels increases exponentially as the distance
between atoms decreases,

the W functions for the two wells overlap, This situation is shown in
Figure 6a, The resultant W functions for the case of the two potential

Atoms may be added until the total number N is reached. For N
atoms or N potential wells every original level is split into N levels,
each of which can accommodate two electrons of opposite spin. Thus the
energy spectrum now consists of a group of bands of allowed energies.
These bands provide a sufficient number of levels to take care of the
valence electrons of the N atoms and still allow them to satisfy the
Pauli Exclusion Principle,
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FIG. 6a.
DOUBLE
POTENTIAL WELL

FIG. 6b.
SYMMETRIC

x

@ FIG, Ge,
ANTISYMMETRIC

Figure 6

The spreading of the energy levels of an atom as other atoms
are brought into close proximity is shown for the case of sodium in
Figure 7. At 2r the first four levels which accommodate all the elec-
trons in sodium afe at the positions found in the free atom. Even at
this large separation, however, the n = 3,2= 1 level has spread into a
band. Atr_, the normal atomic spacing in the metal, both the fourth and
fifth level have become bands. The first three levels are still unaffected,
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4

LEVEL QUANTUM NUMBER
NUMBER oF

STH ELECTRONS

|

4TH 30 1

3

NORMAL ATOMIC.
SPACING IN SoLID I

4ST 4 fe) 2

3RD 62 1
NO 2

SEPARATION
Rh BETWEEN ATOMS

Figure 7

indicating that the electrons in these levels are still bound to a parti-
cular nucleus and are unaffected by the close proximity of other atoms.
Experimental evidence of the overlapping of the fourth and fifth bands is
found in the x-ray transition of the valence electron to replace an ejected
lower level electron. Since such a transition from the fourth level is
forbidden, the electron must be able to be in the fifth level as well.

The case of magnesium is another point in question. Being the
next higher element in the periodic table, magnesium has two valence elec=
trons. These completely fill the fourth level. Therefore, if there were
no overlap and resultant possibility of easy transition to the next upper
level, magnesium would be an insulator, since the valence electrons would
be unable to jump the gap to the next permitted level.
4.2 The Crystalline Solid. Periodic Potential Treatment

The previous section gives a qualitative picture of the situation
in a crystalline solid but a more complete and quantitative result requires
the solution of the Schroedinger equation with a periodic potential func=
tion. Such a function is shown in Figure 8. It is an approximate repre-
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Figure 8

sentation of the potential structure inside a solid already shown in
Figure 5. Assume first of all the case of an infinite lattice. The
solutions of the Schroedinger equation in this case, known as Bloch Wave
Functions, have the forms

p (x,t) = v(x)e(Ua-iet) (4.2)

where, v(x + a) = v(x) i.e.) v is periodic of period a.
and c NSN y the velocity.

The amplitude function is

(x) = V (x )e (443)ikx

The solution (4.2) is a travelling wave and as such the
value of k is given by

k= 2n/> (hk)

where is the wave length of the p function. At this point it is possible
to draw an analogy between the Bloch waves in a periodic potential lattice
and the current and voltage waves on a periodic lumped-constant transmission
line. Mathematically the methods of solution are the same, although, of
course, the wave function in each case is different. k is the propagation
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constant, and if it is real, the waves are very rapidly attenuated in
the lattice. Since the probability of finding an electron in a given vol-
electrons. Thus, the energies for which W is attenuated are those not per=mitted to electrons in the crystal. We will not pursue this analogy anyfurther.

ume is associated with the value of p in that volume, a zero means no

In the solution of the Schroedinger equation it can be shown that
the condition for well-behaved -functions is that,

cos ka = cosh (a-d) cos BE +

2E sinh (a-d)"\/B (VB) sin d BE.

2NE (V,-B)

(v

where B = 8n°m/n>.

(4.5)

The right-hand side of this expression is plotted as a function of E in
Figure Ge

@ RIGHT

I

4

SIDE
OF

LATTICE.(4.5) OP OF

+1 OAFST ONS 7 7

41

Figure 9

This function can be equal to cos ka only in the interval -1 to #1.
Outside of this region there can be noW waves. Thus, the values of
E where the curve has an absolute magnitude greater than unity are for-
bidden energy values. Therefore, as before, we find that the bound
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electron has allowed and forbidden energy bands. These values can be
obtained from a plot like that in Figure 9. A comparison of allowed
energies for the single well and the infinite periodic lattice is givenin Figure 10.

Uy M

LLOWGD

SINGLE WELL PERIODIC LATTICE

Figure 10

If actual calculations of the allowed energy values are made
it is found that these energies are periodic functions of k. A plot of
the allowed energy functions against k is given in Figure 1l. At this
point, we are still dealing with the infinite lattice and all values of
E in a given band are allowed. It is interesting to note that the case
of the free particle where = 0 is given by

.2 tif, (4.6)
2

8r m

This parabola is shown in Figure 11. It lies close to ome of the
branches of E vs. k in each energy band.
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-

n

a &

Figure 1

is 2n/a. It is convenient to divide the k axis into unit cells of this
length. This unit cell is referred to as a Brillouin Zone and it suffices
to give a complete picture of energy and Was a function of k.

The period of the energy function (and also of the function)

So far we have been concerned with an infinite lattice. Now
consider the case of a crystal of Ny unit cells of length "a" such that
the length of the crystal,

A = N (eT)ae
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N is the number of atoms in the x-direction. In dealing with a crystalof finite length, we now have the problem of determining appropriate
boundary conditions. The problem may be simplified by assuming periodic
boundary conditions for i.e. - by assuming that

W(x) = +4). (4.8)

This type of boundary condition is artificial (i.e. it means that the
crystal is bent around into a circle so that the left and right sides
become identical) but it gives the same results as the correct boundary
conditions. From Equation (4.8) above we get

v(x)e'** = v(x + ik(x + A )

Since v(x) is periodic in"a this means that

6

or

ork, =i
ikKA, where n = 0,1,2, _

ikx A )

Therefore the condition on k is

k= x n 2535 - (4.9)
x

i.e. - k is quantized and has only certain allowed values. This means
that E is also quantized as shown in Figure 12 which is drawn for Ny -8
atoms.

A iB
AS A RESULT OF PERIODIC
ouNDARY CONDITIONS
A ano B REPRESENT THE

I SAME LINE.

Nx, DIVISIONS. Zone a
GN -4T ar'.

air
40 of + SPACING *

Ax Ax Ay Ax Ax Ax Ax
Figure 12
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There are N allowed values of k in the Brillouin Zone for the case where
there are N* atoms in the crystal. This means that each energy band will
spin, oN, electrons in all.
have N alldéwed states, each of which can contain two electrons of opposite

Note that the width of the Brillouin Zone, is nversely proportional to the lattice constant, a, of the crystal. Also the spacing in
the Brillouin Zone i inversely proportional to the width, 4 of the

- sm 1

At this point it should be pointed out that Shockley defines a
quantity called the CRYSTAL MOMENTUM, P, as

P= h/y (4.10)

where X is the wave length of the W function representing the
electron in the crystal. This quantity is related to the propagation
constant k we have been using by the expression

p= (3) kc (4.11)

Therefore with the proper scale factor, all the figures showing the energiesin the Brillouin Zone could be redrawn using a Pespaces

The previous discussion has been' for a one-dimensional crystal.
The argument is similar but slightly more complicated for three-dimensional
crystals. To use the type of diagram shown in Figure 12 would now require

k kfour-dimensional space with k
presented as shown in Figure 43 b loging only at the k

and E axes The picture can be
0 plane.

SAME AS BOTTOM.

SAME AS LEFT SIDE.
27

6
+q

5
44

2
2

4
5347 4

A
5

a. +f
x4

a.) Allowed values of & by Curves of c) RerresenTaTion of
PLANEIN

Ayeo PLANE. BRILLOUIN Zone.
f E = Const. IN ENERGY SURTACE IN

Brillouin Zone
Figure 13
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The allowed states in the Brillouin Zone are shown in Figure 13a. An
energy surface is shown superimposed in contour form on this zone in
Figure 13by and a sketch of the surface is given in Figure 13c. This isa simple case similar to the lower curve in the two-dimensional Figure 12,The number of allowed points in a Brillouin Zone is equal to the numberof unit cells in a crystal. In most cases, these cells will contain two
atoms. Therefore, there will be more than two electrons available perpoint, necessitating the reuse of the same points in the zone for each
energy level.

The discussion above assumed a simple cubic lattice and pro-duced a cubic Brillouin Zone. In general, the picture is not so simple,and the geometrical structure of these zones may become much more compli=cated. It should also be noted that, while in the one-dimensional crystalthe energy levels had definite gaps, it would be quite possible for an
energy surface above that shown in Figure 13c to extend down into the cen-tral valley in such a way that, although there was no intersection, still
every value of energy was available for some value of the propagationconstant k,

The advantage of this Brillouin Zone treatment is that it allows
a comparatively simple method of representing the allowed electronic energystates and showing the effects of external forces on the electrons.
4.3 Distribution of Energy Levels.

For the case of the one-dimensional crystal, there is one per=mitted k value for every interval of 2n/A_ along the axis. In the three-~
dimensional case, this means one allowed alue of k for each volume of

5 = (4.12)

where V is the volume of the crystal. The problem is to determine the
number of allowed states in a system of maximum energy E, correspondingto a maximum propagation constant value of k. Therefore, the problem be~
comes that of finding how many k-points can fit into a spherical volume of
radius k. The number of such points is

20
AAAx

volume of k space
volume containing single point (4.13)
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There are two electrons of opposite spin in each state so that the number
of electrons which can be accommodated in these states is

(41h)N(E) 2x

To carry this calculation further, it is necessary to know the relation,
between E and k. Consider the simple free-electron case where the relation-
ship is

E= (4.25).2.2
2

This gives the number of electrons with levels below E in a crystal of
volume V as

Ve (4.16)N(E) 33

The number in the energy range between E and E per unit volume is then,

qdE= 4t EB dk. (4.17)(2m)3/2
3

The energy level distribution for free electrons is given in Figure 1.
dN
LE

Figure 1h
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This result (4.17) has already appeared in conjunction with the Fermi-
Dirac distribution function in two previous notes", Also the expressionfor the zero-point energy given previously** is derived from (4.16).

For the bound electron case where there are allowed and for-
bidden energy bands (1.17) becomes

El
e dE (4.18)E-E

3

where E, is the energy at the bottom of the allowed band.
sion is true only near the bottom of the allowed band. Near the top of
such a band a similar result is also obtained and the expression for the
distribution of energy levels becomes

ae

This expres=

dE = hn (4.19)E E dk(2m 3/2
1

where is the energy at the top of the band. The distribution curve
in such"a band is that shown in Figure 15,

E, E
Figure 15

Equations (2.17) in E-l68 and (3.2) in E-k7h.

@ ae Equation (3.0) in E-W7h
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With this brief introduction to the notion of energy bands, we are now
in a position to disouss the properties of semiconductors,

Signed
Donald Je

John F. Jacobs
Approved

Approved
Norman H. Taylor

DJE/cs
Distribution 1.
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: MODIFICATION OF THE DUMONT 304-H OSCILLOSCOPE TO REDUCE DRIFT
ENCOUNTERED IN WWI DISPLAY

To: 6889 Engineers
From: Dee J- Neville

Date: October 29, 1952

Abstract: The DuMont 304-H scopes show erratic drift of the electron beam.
This drift in most of the scopes is undesirable for WWI display.
The drift appears to be due to non-linear tube characteristic
changes in the scope amplifiers, and is initiated by line voltage
fluctuations. Without extensive modification, the drift can be
reduced effectively by tube replacement and the removal of two
stages in the Y amplifier.

1.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

In some of the DuMont 304-H display scopes a shift as much as
1/4 inch, mainly in a vertical direction, has been observed.

The aim of the work on the scopes was to reduce drift as much as
possible without making an extensive modification. Also the modification
was worked out principally with the WWI display problem in mind. The direct
cause of the electron beam drift is instability in the amplifiers, the L
amplifier being the most intolerable as is brought out in paragraph 4.1.

2.0 OPERATION OF THE Y AMPLIFIER

The Y amplifier schematic is at the end of report (dwg. SA-52898).
An explanation of the main features of operation follows.

2-1 Theory

The balanced push-pull arrangement of the tubes is designed to
give great stability.

A d-c balance adjustment (R10) is provided so that with no input
signal the gain control (R7) can be moved without changing the position of
the spot on the screen.
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Dec positioning is obtained by use of R20. This changes the plate
voltages of V2 in opposite directions, resulting in positioning of the elec-
tron trace. Centering of the electron beam, when Position Control is at its
center, is accomplished by R16.

This type of positioning control requires that the variable resistor
(R20) be small compared to the plate load resistors (R12 and R13), since the
plate load resistors are in effect varied as the plate voltage is varied and
non-linearity results. The degree of non-linearity due to positioning is
proportional to the ratio of R20 to R12 and R13.

R24 provides a variable partial short between the push-pull plates
of V3 for sensitivity adjustment. This is normally set to give 10mv/in. de-
flection sensitivity.

The screens and plates of the last stage are operated from the
unregulated supply, so that the sensitivity of the system rises with an
increase in line voltage, due to increased amplifier gain. This essentially
compensates for the reduction in CRT sensitivity which is experienced at
higher accelerating potentials resulting from higher line voltages. R36
varies the screen resistance in this stage to provide for linearity adjust-
ment when the top and bottom of the CRT screen show a different sensitivity
than the middle.

response of the amplifier. Additional high-frequency compensation is ob-
tained by means of degenerative feedback through the 1-megohm resistors,
R22 and R26.

The peaking coils (Ll and L2) help maintain the high-frequency

As is the requisite for direct coupled amplifiers the grid dc
voltages cascade upward from one stage to the next. To obtain proper bias
in the final stage, the cathodes are connected to the regulated 110 volts.

2o2 Measurements

The test conditions for the following data on the Y amplifier are:
no feedback, gain control set maximum, sensitivity maximum, and the input
signal of the particular stage just below the point of noticeable distorted
output.

Stage Number 1 2 3 4 5&6

SvInput signal (pk to pk) l4v lov Ww

Output signal pk to pk) l0v 33v 60v 22v 250v
Approx. gain* 0.7 3.3 8.6 4.0 31.2

The over-all gain when sensitivity is adjusted for de-
flection is 5,500.

* These values of gain are lower than would be experienced when normally small
signals are amplified. This is due to the large signals causing the tubes
to be operating out onto the non-linear portions of the characteristic curves.
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300 ANALYSIS OF THE DRIFT

It seems that drift is largely due to line voltage fluctuation.
Even though a scope is plugged into a supply regulated to within 1%, the
input voltage variation may be as great as 1 volt.

301 Tube Characteristic Changes

Because of a fluctuating line voltage, the Bt and the filament
voltages in the amplifiers vary some small amount. This means that the
operating conditions of the tubes vary, and that the tube characteristics
also change.

Duo-tubes or tube pairs selected to be balanced (Ip) = Ibo) at
one operating point do not necessarily remain balanced over a range of
operating points. Thus it appears that the tubes in the scope amplifier
do not remain balanced when the fluctuating line voltage changes their
operating conditions. This can mean that the plate currents of a push-pull
stage do not increase or decrease at the same rate with a fluctuating line
voltage, and a consequent off balance or output d-c signal can occur. This
effect can be visualized in the first stage of the Y amplifier for example.
Assume the balance is adjusted for an average line voltage. Then let
the line voltage increase and say that the #1 plate current has increased
more than the #6 plate current. This will put an increased d-c level on
grid #2 of the second stage. Though the effect here may be small, it is
amplified through the rest of the amplifier and can give a noticeable drift
of the electron beam.

It can be seen from this analysis that tubes having the best
possible balance over a range of operating conditions should be placed in
the first stages of the amplifiers.

3.2 Measurements

From the output of the amplifiers (directly connected to deflec-
tion plates) an average of 55 volts d-c is required to deflect the electron
beam one inch. On a typical scope it was found that a l-volt line change
varied the Y amplifier output as much as 11 volts d-c which gave a vertical
drift of »2 inches. The X amplifier drifted as much as 2.7 volts, or about
005 inches.

4.0 SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

4e1 Tube Replacement

Theoretically, tube replacement with all perfectly balanced tubes
(balanced over all possible operating conditions) would solve the drift
problem. However, this is an impossible desire to meet as it is even diffi-
cult to obtain tubes closely balanced at one operating point.
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By replacing the amplifier tubes with as nearly balanced tubes as
could be obtained (best balanced tubes placed in first stages), the drift
was improved by a factor of 4 in the Y amplifier and by a factor of 2 in the
X amplifier. This amount of drift in the X amplifier can be tolerated, so
only the Y amplifier was modified.

4e2 Reduction of Sensitivity
The computer decoder output amplifiers feed signals of from +2 to

+22 volts into the deflection lines.* With this amplitude of input signals
the high gain of the Y amplifier is obviously not needed. Stability can be
increased then, by reducing gaine It is important to note that the actual
gain of the amplifier (V2 through V6) remains constant regardless of the
gain control setting. This means that little improvement in drift can be
realized by supplying larger input signals since such signals would merely
be attenuated in the gain controls ahead of the amplifier.

The positioning system as explained in paragraph 2.1 is such that
even with a vertical deflection equivalent to 4 times full-screen diameter,
any 5-inch portion of the 20-inch vertical deflection may be centered on
the CRT screen. This condition is desired for WWI display. A reduction of
sensitivity either by means of the sensitivity adjust, or by increased nega-
tive feedback from stage 4 to stage 3, reduces the effect of the positioning
control, which is undesirable.

403 Modification

The desired reduction in sensitivity was obtained by removing
stages 3 and 4 as shown in the Modified Y-Amplifier schematic of drawing
SA-52899. To obtain proper operating bias for tubes V5 and V6, a 3900 ohm

common cathode resistor was used for this stage. Also, to provide adequate
positioning control a dual-potentiometer was connected as shown in place of
potentiometer R20 in the original circuit.

This modification removes two sources of tube drift, besides
cutting down the gain of the amplifier and allowing larger signals to be
fed into stages 1 and 2.

fhe amount of voltage on the deflection plates of a CRT has an
effect on the focus of the electron beam. For sharpest focus, the value
for the scopes tested was found to be about 210 volts. The cathode circuit
change in V5 and V6 made it necessary to change the load resistors for these
tubes in order to obtain a voltage close to this optimum value.

A list of the components needed to make the modifications described
and an outline of the detailed steps involved are given in the attached appendix.

* Specifications as given on drawing SA-36905. Amplifier designed by R. Best.
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500 COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS BEFORE TUBE REPLACEMENT AND AFTER
MODIFICATION

After modification, the drift is improved, the Y amplifier sensi-
tivity and frequency response are reduced. The high-frequency responsecould probably be improved but this is not required for WWI display purposes.

5-1 Drift before after

5-2 Sensitivity before

5-3 Frequency Response before

Y amplifier 10% response point 10% response point
at 100 ke at 70 ke

YX amplifier liv dec (.2 in) (.009 in)*
X amplifier (.027 in)#*2.7v (.05 in) dec5v

after

after

x amplifier ne
X amplifier 70nv/'in.

lOmv/in. (adjustable) 100mv/1
60nv/ine

5.4 Rise Time

The rise time of the Y amplifier is approximately 2 seconds.

* Approximately equal to 1/5 the diameter of a finely focused spot.
** Approximately equal to 1/2 the diameter of a finely focused spot.

SIGNED
DeeDee il e

APPROVED Eick
E. S. Rich

DIN/cp
Drawings attached: SA-52898

SA-52899

Appendix attached
ce: A. R. Curtiss A. P. Kromer

N. L. Daggett J. Ae O'Brien
S. H. Dodd B. B. Paine
R. H. Gould E. S- Rich
L. L. Holmes A. V. Shorteli
W. A. Karlsen C. Re Wieser
H. J. Kirshner
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APPENDIX

COMPONENT PARTS LIST FOR MODIFICATION

Tubes

3 12A07 or 5963 (duo-triode, plate current balanced)

Resistors

2 656 (duo-triode 9 plate current balanced)
2 485 (pair, plate current balanced)

1 10,000 ohm dual potentiometer - 2 watt
2 33,000 ohm 1/2 watt 10%
2 20,000 ohm 10 watt 10% *
1 120,000 ohm 1 watt 10%
1 3,900 ohm 2 watt 10%

MODIFICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Stages V2, V3, and Vz
@ A. Remove tubes V3 and V4.

B. Remove feedback resistors R22 and R26 (this now allows grid
pin connections to be used as terminals).

C. Remove Y position potentiometer R20, and connect the three
leads removed from potentiometer, together.

D. Replace R14 and R19 with the dual potentiometer mounted in
Y positioning control position. Connect center taps to pins
7 of V5 and Vé-

E. Replace R15 and R18 with the 33,000-ohm resistors.

Stages V5 and V6

A. Remove R33 and disconnect C8-A from pins 2 of V5 and Vé-
Reconnect the 4'7-ohm resistor and 10 pfarad capacitor in
series to the regulated 110 volts.

B. Connect 3,900-ohm resistor from pins 2 of V5 and V6 to ground.

CG. Replace R32 and R35 with 20,000-ohm resistors.

@ D. Replace R34 with 120,000-chm resistor.

* 20,000-ohm, 10 watt resistors not standard stock. These resistors are
in WWI stock.
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Both Amplifiers

Replace tubes V1, V2, V5, V6, Vil» Vi2, and Vi3-

Adjustments

The d-c balance, position balance, and linearity adjust on both
amplifiers will require readjustment as instructed in DuMont 304-H manual.
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Engineering Note E496 Page 1 of 1

On page 1

1.1; Section 2

Reads: Ferramic H rings, 62
$500.00/1,000

Should read: Ferramic H rings, F262
$180.00/1,000

won
REE: jrt
Copies to:

F. F. Manning
R. Bradley
N. Taylor

D. Brown
H. Morley
W. Papian
W. Linvill
E. Gates
B. Paine
Library

C. Watt
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: INSTRUCTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF 331 ANDlil, 0.1 MICROSECOND PULSE TRANSFORMERS ON FERRITH RING CORES.

Fo: Production Cortrol

From: R. E. Hunt

Date: November 3, 1952

Abstract; This paper was written to serve as a guide to the manufacture
of toroidal pulse transformers. It includes detailed construc-
tion specifications, and enough information to permit a cost
analysis to be made.

1.0 Cores:

1.1 Procurement: The cores used are toroidal, with rectangular cross

pliers currently approved are:
section, 3/16" I.D., 3/8" 0.D. 3 1/8" deep. See Fig. 1. Two sup-

1. The Stackpole Carbon Co.
St. Mary's, Pennsylvania

Ceramag 5N material (specify ring size)
Cost: $50.00/1,000; plus $200.00 tooling

charge.

2. General Ceramics & Steatite Corp.
Keasbey, New Jersey
Ferramic H rings, F=262
$500.00/1,000

1.2 Deburring: The rings as received have very sharp edges that will
strip the insulation from the magnet wire during the winding oper-
ation. These edges mat be removed, We use a small tumble mill
revolving at 22 RPM. See Fig. 2. Place in the tumble mill a mixture
of equal parts of:

1. Cores to be deburred
2. 1/4" dia. balls

5. "Norbide" $50-$70 grit abrasive
1/8" dia. balls
1/8" dia. diagonals

The cores should be tumbled from 2~6 hours; however, the
vendor should experiment with the tumbling operation to secure the
optimum proportions of the mix and the optimm load. A cascading,
equally mixing operation should be obtained, and care should be taken
not to tumble too long, as the cores will flake under these circum-
stances. Tumbling equipment may be purchased from the following source?
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Manning and Manning, Inc.

Tumble mill: Belfor model, large
enough for 500 cores/operation~--$110.00

C 202-208 Emmet Street
Newark, New Jersey

1 lb. each of 1/8" dia., 1/4" dia. balls,
and 1/8" dia. diagonals---$10.00

1.3 Painting: After deburring, the cores must be given a protective
coating. The ferrites are very abrasive compounds and also are con-
ductors. The windings mst be protected from abrasion and electrical
shorting to the core. This is accomplished by priming the core,
finishing with a complete coating of white lacquer, and then baking.
Currently the vendor used for this operation is:

Nye's Japenamelac Shop
98 Brookline Avenue
Boston, Mass.

The cost is approximately $15.00/1,000 cores.

2.0 Winding:

The 1:1 and 3:1 transformers are wound as per MIT drawings
§a-52032 and SA-52033, respectively. Formex double-coated wire
should be used. They are wound on a specially designed toroidal
core winder. See Fig. 3. This winder may be procured at a cost of
about $1750, or drawings may be obtained from M.I.1, either of the
two alternatives only by permission of the U. &. Air.

« Force,

The machine would require less than 4.5 minutes per core
for the 3:1's, and slightly longer for the 1:1's. The transformers
may also be economically hand wound for small rums. Care should be
exercised that the turns of the windings of one coil do not overlap
one another.

To secure the windings and prevent unraveling, we recommend
melted beeswax. The core coils are to be secured individually, one
on each side of the core. See Fig. 4. This wax may be kept molten
in a solder pot on a very low heat. The pot must be modified or
driven by a variable auto-transformer. The wax may be applied by
@ small thermally insulated probe, the metal tip of which is shown

The metal tip is mounted in a penholder, with 3" showing.

fhe metal tip is five inches long, and 1/8" in diameter.in Fig.
The end is drilled 1/8" deep with a 1/16" hole, and tapered to 1/16"

Gare should be taken to use only a bare minimm of staking

@ wax as excesses may hinder the plastic casting process to follow.
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3.0 Assembly:

3.1 Terminal board: The initial assembly consists of inserting 4" $20

3.2

3-3

3.4

AWG. pigtails into the terminal board showa in A-51424-1 and bending

See Fig. 6.
the terminals up. Leave the terminals about 3/16" - 1/4" high.

Procurement: Terminal boards for these transformers can be obtained
ron:

Precision Metal Products Co.
4] Blm Street (Rear)
Stonehan, Mass:

Terminal Boards, M.I.T. DWG #A51424-1 ---$100.00/1, 000.

Stripping wire: The wouad core should then have its leads stripped
backk to within 1/16" of the coré, using "X-Var" remover.
remover can be obtained from:

The Fidelity Chemical Products Corp.
470-474 Frelinghuysen Ave.
Newark, New Jersey

The remover should be applied by inserting the wire iato
a medicine dropper filled with the X-Var. See Fig. 7. If any
X-Var gets onto the core or the windings, the core and windings
should be immediately discarded, unless the core is cleaned of
paint, repainted, and rewound.

After allowing a few seconds for the X-Var to set, it
should be wiped using a clean piece of toilet tissue dipped in
denatured et 1 alcohol. See Fig. 8 It is important that each
wiping be one ith a clean wiper. If the cleaning has to be done
twice to remove all X-Var, the second wiping should be done with
a clean, new wiper. Thus we use strips of toilet tissue for econony
and convenience. The alcohol, of course, cleans and stops the
action of the X-Var.

Soldering: The windings of the core are then attached to the
terminal board so that termimals 1 and 3 are of the sama polarity.
The details of terminal mumbers and winding sense are shown in
drawing nos. SA-52032-1 and SA-52033-2.

A 60 watt soldering irom or smaller, or soldering tweezer
should be used, and a #18 resin core, 60% tin, 40% lead, solder.
Great care should be exercised not to let the soldering iron or
heated terminal come into contact with the core or its windings.
Thus, we clamp our terminal board in a horizontal plane om a vise,

bottom of the termimal board. We wrap the wires at least twice
around the bottom of the terminal wires with the core in this posi-
tion. See Fig. 9. Thus, when the wire is soldered, there is little

aud support the core so that the top of the core is 1/8" below the
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4.0

5.1

5.2

chance of contact between heat and the core. See Fig. 10. In the
case of the 3:1 transformer, bend the end of #1 pigtail for future
reference.

After soldering, cut the terminal wire down to 1/32 to
1/16" long. A clean, effective soldering job mst have been done.
See Fig. 11. Them press the core into the terminal board, making
sure the service loops thus formed are free. See Fig. 12.

Interim Inspection:

The finished assembly mst be minutely inspected under a
magnifying glass, or jeweler's eyepiece. The following defects
should be looked for:

1. Poorly soldered terminals.

2. Incorrect orientation of leads.

3. Tamaged windings: nicked insulation.

4. Damaged cores, lacquer chipped to core at
winding.

5. Excess of staking wax.

Only perfect assemblies may be passed. M.I.T. will insist
om credit for aay traasformer whose failure in test or in use can
be traced to inadequate workmanship.

5.0 Casting:
Mold: Finished assemblies should be placed in transformer mold
J-51634. Each assembly should be flush on the side opposite the
terminals: the core should not protrude from the bottom. After
being placed in the mold, the assembly should be inspected for
clearance, and in the case of the 3:1, for correct orientation.
The terminals should always be facing up from the bottom of the
mold: (the part of the mold with pins.) See Fig. 17.

Plastic: Now the plastic may be mixed. It should be mixed to the
roportions of 3/4 of casting resin 1030CM to 1/4 of casting resin

The plastics must be slowly but thoroughly stirred indi-
vidually and as a mixture; i.e., they mat be thoroughly mixed
but with a minimmm of air bubbles. See Figs. 13-14. Six (6) to
ten (10) drops of catalyst #7 per fluid ounce must be added to
the mixture. The catalyst can best be measured by a medicine
dropper. See Fig. 15. The source of these plastics and this
catalyst and their prices are:
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Emerson & Cuming, Inc.
126 Mass. Ave.
Boston, Mass.

Casting resin 4030 CM $22.00/ al.
Casting resin 1030 CH $23
Catalyst $7 $7.00/1 2 pint

Bach transformer requires about 1/4 fluid oz. of the
prepared mixture. Mix about 2 fluid ounces for a 9 unit mold.
Do not mix more than can be used in five minutes, as this mixture
will start to solidify im this period. We find that mixing in
paper cups with glase stirring rods result in saving time aad uten=
sils. See Figs. 13-15.

5.3 Vacuum treatment: The mold, after being poured (See Mg. 18), should

air bubbles. The vacuum system should be brought to 20" of mercury
2 or 3 times, following which the vacuum should be broken rapidly.
Care should be taken not to go above 20", as the mixture will boil
between 20"-30" at room temperature. In lieu of a machine vacuum
system, a dessicator jar driven by a water aspirator is entirely
adequate.

@ p aced a vacuum system for the purpose of eliminating entrapped

at roomBaking: After being evacuated the mold should be le

for 1 hour. The mold may then be stripped and repoured.
temperature for 1/2 hour then baked in an oven at &0 C. (176

side (b
5. Winishi fhe assembly should be sanded smooth oz the poured

ot on the side with the mumbers) and then stamped on
the numbered side with coding lacquer 1:1 or 3:1 whichever the
case may be. See Fig. 16.

6.0 Final Incoming Inspection:

Upon delivery M.I.?. will perform the following tests:
1. Pulse test to determine correct polarity

and performance.

2. Hi-pot test, 1000 volts will be applied
between primary and secondary.

Complete details of these tests and specifications are
given in M.I.T. Engineering Note H-495. If the vendor is unable
to perform these tests he should make suitable allowances for units
not passing these tests.

+
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Drawings Enclosed:
A-53031 Fig. 1 thru 5
A-53032 Fig. 6 thru 10
A~-53035 Tic. 11 thru 16
4-52955 sige 17 & 18
A-52032-
A-52033-"

D-51634
A-

Signed

Approved

REE: jrt
Copies to:

. F. Manning
B. Bradley
N. Taylor
C. Watt
D. Brown
H. Morley
W. Papian
W. Linville
E. Gates
B. Paine

:
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FIG. | ; FIG. 2. - FIG. 3
FERRITE CORE TUMBLING MACHINE TOROIDAL CORE WINDER

4

FIG. 4 FIG. 5
WOUND CORE, BEESWAX APPLICATOR

SECURED WITH BEESWAX

CONSTRUCTION, AND 3:1 PULSE TRANSFORMERS



A-53032

:

FIG. 6 FIG. 7 FIG. 8

TERMINAL BOARD WITH PIGTAILS APPLYING X-VAR WIPING COIL LEADS
WITH ETHYL ALCOHOL

: :
:

By >
4

FIG. 9 FIG. 10

WRAPPING COIL LEADS SOLDERING COIL LEADS

CONSTRUCTION, AND 3:1 PULSE TRANSFORMERS
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:

FIG. Il FIG. l2 FIG. 13

GOOD AND BAD SOLDER JOINTS A FINISHED ASSEMBLY STIRRING PREPARED
RESIN MIXTURE

a

FIG. 14 FIG. 15 FIG. 16
POURING MIXTURE ADDING CATALYST A MOULDED ASSEMBLY
INTO CONTAINER

CONSTRUCTION, I: l AND 3: 1 PULSE TRANSFORMERS
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: AN ELECTRONIC HOLDING CIRCUIT

Tor All Engineers
From: Je A. O'Brien

Date: November 12, 1952

Abstract: An electronic holding circuit, analogous to a relay holding
circuit, has been tried and seems to have promise of being a
useful device. The device consists of a two-input crystal "and"
gate with a grounded-grid tricde-amplifier as the gate load.
The output of the amplifier drives a cathode-follower output
tube. The two inputs of the crystal gate are (1) the holding
voltage, (2) the input, or set, signal. The output of the cir-
cuit is mixed with the input voltage, so that once the set signal
has operated the circuit the output signal can take over the
function of the input signal and the input signal can then be
removed. The circuit is returned to the cleared state by momen-
tarily removing the holding voltage, thus breaking the path
through the gate.

Some time ago this writer, while studying the application of
Boolean algebra to electronic circuits, derived an electronic equivalent
of a relay circuit with a holding contact. It consisted of a non-inverting
crystal gate with the output fed back to the input. Briefly the equationis f= h(s + f) where f, s and h are the output, input and holding voltages
respectively. These quantities are assumed to have a value of either 1 or
0 where (using the convention shown in the recent E-note by Jeffrey and
Reed, E-458), 1 indicates a high or positive voltage and 0 indicates a low
or negative voltage. If we assume that initially f = s= 0, and h= 1, and
then make s = 1, f becomes 1 and remains high as long as h equals 1 inde~
pendent of s.

If we define a two-input diode gate as follows:
+

f = Buy) = xy
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and further a two-input mixer

x

Y

we can put them together as shown below,

A

f,
M2

where f7 = Mo(s,f) = s+f

and f = Do(fyh) = hf, = h(s + f).
If it were desirable that the circuit pick up independent of h,

and yet still require h to hold, then the equation could be f = s + hf.
This 1s the expression for f) in the above cireuit: f, = s+f= s+ hf,

Although the algebra shows this circuit to be feasible, it is
obvious that it will not operate because, primarily, of the lack of gain
in the feedback loop. Recently there has been a great deal of interest
in various types of memory circuits, and it was felt that it might be
worthwhile to put an amplifier in the circuit and see if it would work.
Since the amplifier had to be non-inverting, had to have a minimum number

of stages, and a low impedance output, a grounded grid triode amplifier
was selected. The output of the amplifier was divided down through a

potential divider and applied to the grid of a cathode follower. The
first circuit constructed is shown in the attached drawing, SA-53034.
The grounded grid amplifier is the anode load of the crystal gate circuit.
The circuit shown is by no means a well designed circuit; it was constructed

merely to test the principle. The amplifier load was made large to insure
that there would be plenty of gain and the limits would be in the right
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regions. The output of the circuit shown varies from -32 volts in the
"eleared" condition to +20 volts in the "set" condition. The circuit as
shown will operate with 0.1 sec pulses, but it will probably work much
better with wider pulses. The rise time of the output is about 0.8 usec
and the total fall time is about 1 sec, although it is initially very
steep. These figures are for no additional load. With a 100 pufd capaci-
tor across the output, a 0.1 psec pulse will set the circuit, but will not
clear it, presumably because the cathode follower will not fall fast enough
with the circuit values shown.

Considering the circuit of SA~53034 it would appear that the
circuit could be set by applying a negative pulse to the grid of V1, or
it could be cleared by a positive pulse at this grid. Testing showed both
of these cases to be true. Upon further consideration it became apparent
that, due to the nature of the holding signal, the grid and cathode of the
amplifier could be made the gating elements. To test these thoughts, the
circuit was modified as shown in drawing SA-53033.

The modified circuit uses only two supply voltages, fewer com-
ponents, and works better. R4 was reduced to 10K to decrease the output
fall time, and R5 was raised to 11K (10K added in series) and returned to

=150 volts to reduce the amount of current supplied to R5 by V2 to cut off
V1 when the circuit is in the set condition. This also reduced the amount
of change in the current through R5 and should increase the circuit stabil-
ity. The clear pulse is now applied to the grid of V1, and both the set
and clear pulses are positive pulses d-c coupled at ground voltage. The
output voltage is about the same as previously. The circuit will drive at
least 100 pufds load with a rise time of 0.5 sec and a total fall time of
0.5 sec.

The voltage swing of the output is controlled primarily by R5,
and the upper limit of the output is controlled by resistors Rl, R2, and
R3. Rl will also affect the output swing.

No testing was done from the point of view of marginal checking
the circuit, but it would appear that this could be accomplished by varying
either or both of the supply voltages.

sIGNED
e A. O'Brien
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Digital Computer laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: SWITCHCORE ANALYSIS I
To: WN. H. Taylor
From: A. Katz and E. A. Guditz

Date: November 4, 1952

Abstract: Data derived from an experimental study of ferritic switch-cores is
interpreted in terms of linear coupled-circuit theory. Despite the
over-simplification resulting from assumptions of linear, time-in-
variant behavior and of negligible eddy-current and capacitive ef-
fects, it is found that such a model enables one to explain reason-
ably well the empirical results. Evident from the analyses, both
experimental and theoretical, is the fact that simplicity of construc-
tion and effectiveness of transformer action place mutvally contra-
dictory constraints on the design of a magnetic-matrix switch. Where-
as the former requires "few" turns per switch-core winding (one, if
possible), the latter requires "many" turns so that the winding im-
pedances will be large compared to that of the load.

1.0 Introduction
A considerable effort has been devoted, both at the Iaboratory and

elsewhere, to experimental studies of the responses of ferromagnetic core materials
to various signal inputs. Interest in such materials stems from the fact that they
possess those properties, non-linearity and hysteresis, which are essential to men-

ory and switching applications. However, it is these same properties which render
difficult any quantitative description of the behavior of circuit elements depend-
ing on these properties. Hence, experimental studies are a necessary preliminary
to an understanding of such elements.

In this note we present and interpret experimental data derived
from a grossly macroscopic, or "black-box" investigation of the behavior of certain
ferritic cores operated as elements in a magnetic-core memory system. It should be

noted that the results presented herein are based on a relatively small number of

cores,and, hence, any conclusions derived should be accepted with circumspection.
2.0 Experimental Results

2-01 General Remarks
Before describing the experiments performed, we remark that the

ultimate objective of this research is a semi-rigorous procedure for the design of

magnetic-matrix switch for use as a selection device for a magnetic-core memory
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system. Figure 1 is a diagram of one form of such a matrix switch. Since the
principles of operation of this switch have been adequately described elsewhere (1)
we need merely remark that only one of the 2" cores in the switch is not biased to
saturation, and hence capable of producing an output when excited by the driver.
A useful by=product of this research would be some sort of equivalent--circuit repre-
sentation for the magnetic core elements used in the switchl

The environment in which the matrix switches operate is shown 'in
Figure 2, which is a diagram of a selection system for a single digit plane of a
magnetic-core memory array. Corresponding to the particular states of the n X-ad-
dress (or Yeaddress) flip-flops, a certain set of drivers will so actuate the switch
that only one, 5, (ox 85). of its 2" cores is capable of transmitting energy tc its
load. In this way each switch selects one line of each of the two sets of co-ordinate
lines, say x and Y along which to apply a magnetomotive force of amplitude equal
to half that required to switch a memory core. Only the memory core, My j' lying at
the intersection of and will experience sufficient mmf to be switched-- pro-
vided that no inhibiting pulse is simultaneously applied by the Zplane driver.

By abstracting to essentials we arrive at Figure 3 from which the
scope of the design problem is evident. In this figure the following quantities
are defined:

R = Impedance of X and Y vacuum-tube (v.t.) drivers
Impedance of Zplane v.t. driver

Ly
= Network linking the X or Y v.t. drivers with switch

cores S, or s respectively. This includes the im-
pedances reflected into the primary windings of 5, and

s, by other cores in their respective matrices.
Network linking switch core S, (or 8,) to the memory core

My4°
This includes the impedance of the unselected memory

cores on the co-ordinate line x, (of Y
L = Network linking the Zplane v.t. driver with memory core

This includes the impedance of the remaining memory

j'

gl
62

-2

).

Moy
cores in the digit plane.

L = Network linking memory core M with the sensing vnit.
This includes any impedances reflected into the sensing

ij
winding as well as various noise sources (e.g., "delta"
noise).

1. Olsen, K. He, "A Magnetic-Matrix Switch and Its Incorporation Into a Coincident
Current Memory", Digital Computer laboratory Report R-211.
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2-01 General Remarks (Cont. )

Even if the switch and memory cores were characterized by linear trans-
fer functions, the design of the system shown would hardly be a trivial problem. When
the cores are characterized by the flux-mmf relation shown in Figure 4 (as indeed they
must be for these applications), then it is evident that the design of such saturable-
core transformers must be preceded by much experimental study.

2-02 Description of Experiments
Although the research described here is still in progress, it is

felt that a publication of partial results at this time would serve as a basis for
drawing tentative conclusions and as a stimulus to further thought. This research
might be divided roughly into the following sets of experiments:

(1) a study of switch cores wound with relatively large numbers
of turns,

(2) a study of switch cores wound with relatively small numbers
of turns, and

(3) a study of the static hysteresis curves for ferritic core

types MF-1118 (F259) and MF-1131 (F262).
The first two sets were conducted under essentially the same conditions. In each
case an MF-1131 (F262) core, wound with N, primary turns and N secondary turns,
was used as a link between the Z-plane v.t. driver and the Z-plane winding which
threaded all of the MF1118 (F259) cores in memory plane No. 2 of Memory Test Set-
up No. 2. A simplified diagram of the set-up used is shown in Figure 5. A "rect-
angular pulse of current of amplitude I1' with duration of 1.5 microseconds and

rise-time of 0.15 to 0.30 microseconds is applied to the primary winding of the

switch core. A pulse of current of peak amplitude I, from the secondary then drives,
through the Z-plane winding, the entire digit plane of memory cores from state A

(at -6. in the flux-mmf plane in Figure 4) to state B. The X and Y drivers remain

de-energized throughout these experiments. It has been experimentally determined
that the plane of 256 cores, when operated in this mode, may be approximated reason-

ably well by an equivalent load of a 1 ohm resistor in series with a 2-microhenry
inductor. Although this set-up does not represent a realistic application of a sat-
urable-core transformer, it does provide valuable information relating to its use for
driving large numbers of memory cores.

The distinction between these two sets of experiments shall arbi-
trarily be defined as follows: if or Hi, is greater than 10 turns, then the cores

-2

1
have windings with "large" numbers of turns; otherwise, "small" numbers of turns.
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2.02 Description of Experiments (Cont. )
Such a distinction is necessary because simplicity of construction of a matrix switch
requires "few" turns per winding, while effective transformer action requires "many
turns per winding.

The first set of experiments involved the study of an MF-1131 ferritic
transformer with its primary winding tapped at 10-turn intervals over the range
(10< 8, < 100), and its secondary tapped at l-turn intervals over the range1

2
of the primary current pulse (I,) was held constant at 400 milliamperes while N and

S 5) and at 5-turn intervals over the range (5<N, =50). The amplitude2

1

x, were varied, and the peak amplitude of the secondary current pulse (I,) was

measured. These data are plotted in various forms in Graphs I through IV. The in-
terpretation of these data is given in Section 3.0.

It is evident that when the three variables --
MN» Nos

and I, -- are
fixed, then the fourth variable, I,, is determined. In view of the fact that co-inci--2
dent current operation of a memory array using MF-1118 (F259) cores requires about 1.5
amperes per selected coordinate line, it is also evident that not every combination of
the first three variables provides the required current drive, I,, for the array. It
was therefore decided (on the basis of the first experiments) to select certain favor-
able combinations of Ny and Ny and then vary I, while measuring I The particular
combinations chosen were:

(a) Ny,
: i, = 20: 5

(bo) Mo: MS,
= 25: 5

(c) N, : XN,
= 30: 5

and I, was varied over the range of 0.2 to 2 amperes. The results of these tests are

-2

shown in Graphs V and VI.
Although attention thus far has been centered primarily on the peak

amplitude of the current pulses (or mmf pulses), it is obvious that the shapes and

durations of these pulses are of equal importance. In order to observe the effect of

variations in driving magnetomotive force on the secondary current pulse, photographs

were taken of the outputs of the three cores listed above for the same range of I, as

was used in the peak amplitude measurements. These results are also discussed in
Section 3.0.

After conducting these experiments with saturable-core transformers

having "many-turn windings, we then investigated similar phenomena for the "few-turn"

case. Seven MF-1131 ferritic cores were wound with different numbers of primary turns:

(N, = 4h, 5s eens 10). For each of these cores, the number of secondary turns was

varied in l-turn steps over the range the amplitude of the primary current1
2

pulse was varied over 0-5 <2 amperes, and the peak amplitude of the secondary
1
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2.02 Description of Experiments (Cont. )
current pulse was then measured. Some of these results are presented in various
forms in Graphs VII through XII. In the course of these experiments, some cursory
estimates were made of changes in shape and duration of the output pulse of the switch-
core with changes in N, and I

The third set of experiments consisted merely of the tracing (by
1°

B. Frackiewiczs) of the static hysteresis curves for the two core types mentioned.

3-0 Interpretation of Experimental Results
3.01 Linear Analysis of the Coupled-Circuit Problem

In attempting to analyze physical systems one frequently postulates
an idealized model, the behavior of which can be described quantitatively. The val-
idity of the model may then be tested by using the equations which govern the ideal-
ized system to predict the behavior of the real system. If the correlation between

experimental and predicted behavior is reasonably good, then one is justified in con-

tinuing the use of the model in further studies -- provided, of course, that the sim-

plifying assumptions underlying the model are never violated.
In our case, the physical system to be analyzed consists of a toroidal

core of ferritic material on which three windings are wrapped. Two of these corres-
pond to the conventional transformer windings, while the third is used to reset the

core to its "normal" remanent state at (see Figure 4). The similarity between
the switch-core and the conventional transformer suggests that the same sort of analy-
sis might apply to both. The major obstacles to this approach are (a) the distorting
effects of eddy currents om the hysteresis curve, and (bo) the non-linear relation be-
tween flux and mmf as the core material moves along the path ACDE from -6. to +
Fortunately, each of these obstacles may be bypassed without too much difficulty.

The first we may dispose of by noting that the volume resistivities
of the ferrites are extremely high compared to those of the metallic ribbons. This
so restricts the flow of eddy currents that their effects, to a first approximation,

may be neglected in ferritic cores. If we further assume that the magnetizing com-

ponent of the primary current is small compared to the load component, then the in-
stantansous operating point in the flux-mmf plane may be determined by entering Fig-
ure 4 along

N I e (3-1)(NI)net 1 1N I

In doing so, one must bear in mind the magnetic history of the core.
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3-01 Linear Analysis of the Coupled-Circuit Problem (Cont. )

Replacing the non-linear flux-mmf relation by one which is linear
may be justified on the following basis. Preliminary investigation of switching time
as a function of the amplitude of the net driving wef has indicated that, if enough
mmf has been applied to drive a ferritic core beyond the second "knee" of the hystere-
sis loop, there are only small decreases in switching time and small increases in peak
secondary current with increasing mmf. This behavior was observed over a range of net
mmfs of 2< Bnet S 14 oersteds in three MF-1131 (F262) cores (for which the coercive
force is about one oersted). This anomalous behavior with respect to switching time
was observed under the conditions of an essentially constant load (Z-plane winding
plus 0.5 ohms) and of constant rise-time (about 0.8 usec) of the primary current
pulse. If these facts are corroborated by further experiments, then there appears
to be little reason for driving the core far into saturation since this will cost
heavily in large vacuum-tube drivers, yet will buy little. If, on the basis of these
considerations, the switch core is operated so as to minimize driver requirements
(and at small attendant loss in efficiency of utilization), then we may replace the
actual core by the ideal one shown in Figure 4. For our purposes we require that the

slopes in the saturated regions be small (not necessarily zero as shown) compared
to those in the unsaturated regions.

fo recapitulate, our basic assumptions are:
(a) Eddy currents negligible,
(bo) Linear flux-mmf relation, and

(c) Magnetizing current small.
To these we add, for simplicity of analysis only,

(a) Capacitive effects negligible.
(e) Winding resistances negligible.

It will now be shown that a fairly good dorrelation exists between the experimental
results and those derived from a linear analysis based on these assumptions.

Referring to the iron-core coupled circuit of Figure 6, we can write
the following voltage equations:

(+) R i + di. . ai 21
dt dt-1

2 + i (3-2)+di di
at dt -21

Iaplace~transforming these equations, we obtain (if initial condtttone are zero):
B(s) = (R, + sL,) I, (s) - sMI,(s) (3-3)(s) (R, + sL ) (s) )-2+

21
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3-01 Linear Analysis of the Coupled-Circuit Problem (Cont. )
From the second of equations 3.3, we see that the relation between loop currents is

I, (s) 6M

Ry,

(3-4)
sh, +

If leakage flux is small, then the self-inductance of a winding on a toroid may

be written as:
p= A ge (3.5)

r

dH
r= mean radius of toroid
A = cross-sectional area of toroid
N = nunber of turns in winding.

Similarly, the mutual inductance between windings 1 and 2 of a transformer is

where k = coefficient of coupling
Substituting these expressions into equation 3.4, we obtain

1 +R,
For R << aL,

I, (s) skK,NN, = xR,

and for Ry >> sh,
(s) skK,N_N =

Ty (s) Ry,

Note that equation 3.7b may also be derived by summing mnfs around

where Ma
™ dB = differential permeability

Ny i, = kKN,N, (3-6)A*
12

a

-2 (s) (3.78)

I1() 2
21 2K N :

(3-7)2122 kK_N N

the closed magnetic loop of the toroid. If exciting current is small and the core

is operated in the linear unsaturated region of the hysteresis curve, then equation

3.1 becomes

(BI)vot 0
2 2N I

1 1
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3.01 Linear Analysis of the Coupled-Circuit Problem (Cont.-)

When the core is driven into saturation the net mmf will be non-zero and positive.
In order to apply the approximate equations 3.7b and 3.7c to the

analysis of the experimental curves, one must know the magnitudes of the impedances
of the load and of the secondary winding of the switch core. As previously indicated
the load appears to be one ohm in series with two microhenries. To this we now add

the 1/2 ohm current-measuring resistor. For the frequency corresponding to a rise-
time of 0.3 microseconds, the impedance of the load is

(y + ey)?
(1.5) 10.5 ohms(10.45) +

It will later be shown that, to a reasonable approximation, the self-inductance of

the secondary is
microhenries2052 N 22

21 2-2

For the same frequency the load and secondary impedances will be equal when

= L 10.52 Z

w Ky
13.12

or XN, =a 1 turn.

In order to define regions of ,
in which equations 3.7b and 3.7c are separately

valid, we shall arbitrarily set the dividing lines as

= 4 turns.

< 1 turn7_, when 22

Z, » Zr, » when ,

3.02 Interpretation of Data

With the aid of these approximate equations, we now attempt to pre-
*

dict what the experimental results depicted in Graph I should be. There the peak

secondary current (I, ) is plotted as a function of secondary turns
(mr, ) with pri-

mary current (I,) constant and various values of primary turns (w,)- For , snall,

equation 3.7 predicts (under these conditions) that

(kx, x, I1-2

K WN2

* All graphs appear in sequence following Figure 8.
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3-02 Interpretation of Data (Cont. )
while for N, large, equation 3.7b predicts that

r= HY-2
2

2
The composite curve for Graph I should, as does Figure 7, show

(a) for small N @ linear relationship between I, and
No»2°

(b) for large N a hyperbolic relationship,
(c) for intermediate & compromise relationship as the two

curves of a. and b. fair together.
Examination of Graph I shows that the experimental curves do indeed bear a marked
resemblance to the composite curve for Figure 7. Since the leakage inductance and
shunt capacitance increases with the 'number of turns in the winding, one should ex-
pect deviations of the actual from the theoretical results to increase with increas-
ing Ny, and/or N, Although this fact is evident in Graph I, it is displayed even
more conspicuously in Graphs II and III.

2°

In the first is shown a plot of peak secondary current I, versus
N with eT constant and various values of

No
From equation 3.7b1

-2 1 1
X

K, N
(for a given N,)

is the theoretical relation between I, and Since the families of curves in

I N

Graph II involve i,> & turns, this relation would hold were it not for the increase
in leakage with increasing primary turns.

In Graph III a different aspect of the same data is shown. There
is a plot of I, versus Ny with L constant and various values of the turns ratio _

a = : 2°
For z,> sL, equation 3e7 gives

I, = kk WN = (kK, I, K,
2

2
1122

= Ki i, for a given N
>

-2
1

we
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3.02 Interpretation of Data (Cont.)

and for 4, <<sl, equation 3.7b gives

2
N

I-2 N
11

for given 1

Mp

Although insufficient data was collected to check the parabolic relation for small

Ns the second relation between I, and , may be observed. However, only over a

limited region is the secondary current independent of secondary turns; only for
small values of the turns ratio is there any good correspondence between the actual
and the theoretical curves.

Graph IV illustrates the fact that the net driving ampere-turns is
non-zero when the core is driven into saturation. For the MF-1131 (F262) core, an

(NI)net of three ampere-turns suffices to drive the core from the remanent state at

-f. to that of positive saturation at The importance of this variable stems

from the fact that, for the ferritic core, it determines the degree of switching.
Before interpreting the data for the three selected switch-core

transformers, it is necessary that we derive a few more relations. Noting that
both N and R are greater than four, one would expect that equation 3.7b would

govern the relation between I, and I so long as the core is not driven to satura-
tion. In the saturated region, a different relation should be expected since in that

region the two windings of the core are virtually decoupled. Referring to the usual

1 2

1

definition of the coefficient of coupling, we see that

k M (3-8)

In the unsaturated region, equation 3.7b states

I, = M

I, a
= k van L,

L,
= = ka

,

1

1 (3-9)or k -2 2

11
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@ 3302 Interpretation of Data (Cont. }

A first-order approximation one might make is that the behavior of the core is gov-
erned by two linear relations between I, and I, ~- one holding when the core is un-
saturated; the second, when saturated. The transfer characteristic, i, (t): iy (t)
of the core (with "many" turns) might then be represented by the polygonal line shown

in Figure 8. For I less than that required for saturation (with a given Ny)» the
1

characteristic is a straight line with slope a where k 06953 while for 1,
sufficient for saturation, one with slope k where k + 0.05.
At this point we may remark that the polygonal line of Figure 8 does resemble the

curves of the average plate characteristics of a pentode. It was this resemblance
that prompted D. A. Buck to suggest that one might utilize this characteristic in
developing a magnetic-core constant--current generator.

Referring now to equation 3.1 we see that this may be written

(NI)not = (l- kg) By, 1, (3-1a)
when the core material is saturated. Thus for a given value of Nye there should be

a linear relation batween the net driving mmf and the primary current.
Applying the analytic relations to the experimental curves of

Graphs V and VI, we note that these show plots of I, and of (NI)ot? respectively,
as functions of I for the selected combinations of Ny and N In the first graph,
the actual and the ideal curves very nearly coincide over a limited range of I1°
In this region, the coefficient of coupling is approximately unity. For the turns

two windings are nearly independent of each other, the coefficient of coupling is

2

used, k varies between 0.94 and 0.99. When the core is driven into saturation

however, I. increases very slightly with increasing 1 In this region, where the
2

nearly zero. 'The experimental data indicates that Ke is no greater than 0.075 for
any of the turns used.

Graph VI also shows close agreement between theoretical and ex-

perimental results. Each of the three cores shows @ linear relation between the

net driving mmf and primary current when the core material is in a saturated state.
If these lines are extrapolated linearly to the zero I, axis, they appear to inter-
sect at a common point: -at (NI) et = -

NAIL,
- 15 ampere-turns.

With thie background of the behavior of saturable-core transformers

with "many" turns, we can now examine the case with "few" turns. Since construction

of a matrix switch is greatly simplified when the core elements have windings with

@ relatively few turns, it is important to determine whether such a switch will work

and, if so, what constraints are imposed on the vacuum tube drivers by going to "few"

turns. 'The investigations in the second of our three sets of experiments were

meant to provide some of the answeré to these questions.
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3-02 Interpretation of Data (Cont.)

Since it is neither desirable nor necessary to present all of the
data collected, we include only that portion which will indicate trends. Thus, in
Graphs VII and IX are shown plots of peak secondary current versus secondary turns
and primary current respectively, when primary turns are held constant at ,

= turns;
while in Graphs VIII and X are shown the same plots for ,

= 8 turns.
From Graphs VII and VIII, we see that the forms of the curves are

similar to those predictable from equations 3.7b and 3.7c. However, we note that
rather heavy currents are required from the v.t. drivers preceding the cores if we

are to have appreciable output current. Instead of the 400 milliamperes primary cur-
rent which sufficed in the earlier experiments, we now require that the v.t. driver
supply currents of the order of amperes.

In Graphs IX and X we observe that, although a linear relation still
exists between I. and Ij» there are serious discrepancies between the actual and the-2
ideal curves. These discrepancies decrease as either Ny or XN, are increased. It
should be noted that by "ideal" we mean that equation 3-7b holds between I, and I1°
The actual data conforms more nearly to that of equation 3.7c.

The discrepancies noted thus far are brought home even more forcibly
by Graphs XI and XII. There are depicted plots of I, versus I, with ,

held constant
and various values of turns ratios. In the first we see the case when Ny

= 1. turn;
in the second, a, = 4 turns. From these it is apparent that going to few turns per
winding results in a gain in simplicity of construction at the expense of a loss in
effectiveness as a transformer.

The last set of experiments, involving static hysteresis loop
measurements, derives its importance from the fact that this loop indicates the path
of state of the material in the absence of eddy currents. To facilitate analysis, we

might replace the actual "half-loop" (from the remanent flux density at -B, to pos-
itive saturation at +B) by a polygonal line of three segments. The first, at H H= 0,

has a slope

H= 0

The second, at H = H (coercive force), has a slope

aH

Hy

and the third, for saturation mmf, has the same slope as at H= 0. Below is shown

a table of typical slopes for the saturation loops of the ferritic materials under

discussion.
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3-02 Interpretation of Data (Cont.)

Core Material (gause/bersted) (enin/odratea)

MF1131 (F262) 60 3000
40MF1118 (F259) 2000

The self inductance of a toroidal core is, by equation 345,

Ly = 2A
2

For an MF~1131 (F262) core operating in the yicinity of H = Ay
HM,

= 3000 gauss/oersted
r = 0.333 cm

A = 0.14 cn" ;

80 that
x microhenries.2052

For an MF-1118 (F259) core operating in the vicinity of H = 0,

My HO gauss/oer:sted
= 0.214 cm

A = 0.0154 cm? ;

so that
L, = 0.00575 microhenries/core

When operated in the memory array (in the mode used throughout our experiments),
these memory cores are connected, all 256 in series, by a single wire. Hence the

equivalent inductance of the array due to the cores alone is
= 256 (0.00575 core)
= 1.47 Uh

When one adds to this the leakage inductance of the wire between cores (which is
probably of the order of one microhenry), one sees that this result is in good

agreement with that empirically derived by W. Ogden and H. Guditz. Using induc-

tors with nominal ratings, they matched the response of a dummy load with that of

the Z-plane of the array and found that a one ohm resistor in series with a two

microhenry inductor gave a good match.

4.0 Conclusions
From the results presented above, some rather important conclusions

may be drawn:

(a) If ferritic core material is used for switching applications
and if the core is not driven far into saturation, then the

r

eq
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@ 4.@ Conclusions (Cont.

pehavior of the switch elements may be described in terms of
linear coupled-circuit theory. Although a more adequate model
(at pulse frequencies) should include capacitive effects, itis encouraging to observe that a rather simple model may be
used to interpret experimental results.

(b) Simplicity of construction of a matrix switch can be obtained
only at a loss in effectiveness of transformer action. The
overriding importance of simplicity of construction may con-
strain the design to relatively few turns per winding (at least
on the primary windings). Since the trend in memory cores is
toward a smaller core body (e.g., die size F-291) with the
attendant smaller current requirements, this loss in effective-
ness may be one which we are willing to accept.

(c) The near absence of eddy currents suggests that the static
hysteresis loop may be used to describe the path of magnatic
atate of the material even at pulse frequencies, and hence to
facilitate the analytical work involved in a matrix switch
design.
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Engineering Note E~512 Page 1 of 4

Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: A METHOD FOR ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF FERRITE CORE PRODUCTION LOTS

To: Group 63 Staff
From: P. K. Baltzer
Date: December 4, 1952

Abstract: A method for screening the Production Lots of ferrite cores to be
tested for MTC is required because of testing limitations and largevariations found between Production Lots. It is proposed that a
sample of 100 cores be taken from each lot and tested at the
factory. The mean of the sample must be between the Screening
Limits specified for the lot to be accepted, from the manufacturer,for complete testing. The Per Cent Yield of the total number of
cores to be tested individually has been calculated as a function
of Screening Limits (see Figure 1).

Problem Defined

The urgent need for memory cores for MIC has placed considerable
pressure on those involved in testing and selecting them. Two independent
production lots of ferrite cores have been tested. The material and core
size were different in each case. It was found that both production lots
of 1,000 had the same relative distribution about their respective mean value
of "Disturbed One" output voltage. Therefore, as long as the method of
manufacture is not grossly changed, the information gained from the testing
of these two batches of 1,000 cores can be utilized for statistical calculations
concerning future production.

In the very near future, the cores needed for MTC will be in the
process of being tested here. Regardless of what testing mechanism is used,
the yield percentagewise of the cores tested is an important factor. Therefore,
@ preliminary selection of production lots is necessary at the factory.

Method Proposed

It is proposed that each Production Lot be accepted or rejected
at the factory on the basis of testing a random sample of fixed size. The
"Disturbed One" output voltage of the sample cores should be measured in the
same way that all the cores will be tested before being placed in the memory.
The arithmetic mean of the sample must lie within specified "Screening Limits"
for a production lot to be accepted.
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The accepted Production Lot must still be completely tested at
MIT. Each core that will be used must satisfy the specifications given;
that is, the "Disturbed One® output of an individual core must lie within
specified "Tolerance Limits."

"Screening Limits® therefore mst apply only to sample means, for
the purpose of screening Production Lots. Whereas "Tolerance Limits" apply
only to individual cores and are not necessarily equal to the "ScreeningLimits."

Tolerance Limits will remain constant, however, the Screening
Limits may have to be varied to suit the manufacturer's ability to maintain
uniformity between production lotse The size of the Screening Limits will
determine the total number of cores necessary to test individually to obtain
@ given number of useful cores. Per Cent Yield will be defined as:

Number of Useful Cores
Vumber Tested Individually * 10°% Yield =

Hence, it is necessary to know the relationship between Per Cent Yield and
Screening Limits. This relationship was found by calculations based on the
two production lots already tested, and is shown in Figure 1. This curve
will enable us to know what Percentage Yield is sacrificed for any expansion
that might be necessary in the Screening Limits.

Sampling

fhe sample taken from each Production Lot of about 2,000 cores must
be large enough to truly represent the lot, and yet not be unwieldy. The
mean of a random sample of 30 cores has a standard error from the mean of the
production unit of 0.003 volts. However, the manufacturer has found that a
sample of 100 cores is necessary to obtain a representative sample. This
large size is necessary because of difficulty in obtaining a truly random
sample of a smaller size. Therefore, since the present testing methods permit
a larger sample, it is proposed that a sample of 100 cores be used. The standard
error of the mean of a 100 core sample would be 0.002 volts.

Calculations
All calculations have been based on the assumption that the distri-

bution within a lot is normal and that the sample is random. The expression
for the normal distribution is given by the following function:

e ac*(x)

where x is measured from the mean of the distribution, and O-is the standard
deviation.

The probability ) that a lot with a given mean will contain
desired cores will simply be the area under distribution curve enclosed by
the Tolerance Limits (T.b.) (see Figure 2a).
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Hence: MeT
M oz) dx

M=T.L,
where Lot Deviation and defined as the variation of Lot Mean from the
Desired Mean (M).

Therefore P, can be found as a function of 6, (see Figure 2b).
is plotted in (Standard Deviation) units since the distribution involved

in the calculations was the total distribution within a lot. The Standard
Deviation found, for the two lots of 1,000 cores tested, was (0.15)M or
0.016 volts for a mean of 0.11 volts. This curve indicates the fractional
yield of desired cores that can be expected from any lot, when the Lot Mean
ig known.

Since the true mean of any lot is not known until the lot is
completely tested, we must sample and base our screening process on the mean
of the sample. It is known that the distribution of the Sanvle Mean of random
samples of a given size will be normal about the lot mean, with a Standard
Error (S.E.) of S.E. = N where N is the number in sample.

The probability (P.), that a lot will pass the screening process,
is the area under the distribtition curve of Sample Means between the Screening
Limits (see Figure 3a).

Hence: M+ Sib.

can be found as a function ofOr for any given value of Screening

-2

Therefore
Limits (see"Figure 3b). oz is plotted in S.E. units since the distribution
involved is that of Sample Means.

Now we have the probability (P_) that a lot will contain desired
cores and the probability (P.) that a lot will pass screening process. The
final objective is to obtain the Percentage Yield from total cores tested
individually as a function of the Screening Limits, for a given size sample.
This is given by:

P a( a, )-2
% Yield 100

Unfortunately, it is no longer possible to keep the calculations
general concerning Sample Size (see Figure 1). P, was found using units
and P, using S.E.units, and to find Per Cent Yield, they must be combined.
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Thus a factor of VN is involved. It was assumed in the calculation of P
that each Lot Mean was equally probable. Therefore since the manufacturer will
attempt production control, the curve of Fer Cent Yield vs. Screening Limitsis more likely to be pessimistic than optemistic.

-2

fs

Approved

Signed
P. Balt

David R. Brown

PKB/ jk

Drawings attached:

A~53282
A-53272
A-53273

ce: W. Papian
W. Ogden
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: CORE DRIVERS MODEL V AND MODEL VI
Tos Group 62,63, and Test Equipment Committee

From: Harold W. Boyd

Date: February 10, 1953

Abstract The Model V and Model VI Core Drivers are standard test units
which can deliver rectangular wave current pulses of variable
amplitude, rise time, and duration. Model V supplies negative=
going pulses, whereas Model VI supplies positive-going pulses,
both from a ground level.

1.0 SPECIFICATIONS

5-1/ x 5 x 19 inches for rack mounting.

Circuits 4

Amplifier (1/2, 5687)
Cathode follower (1/2, 5687)
Current Amplifier (h, 6CD6's)

Mono-bi-stable multivibrator (5965)

Inputs Standard .1 psec pulses, negative, 13-30 volts.

Amplitude = variable from 0 to greater than 1.6 Amps.
Rise Time = less than 0.15 psec,and .2 to 1.0 usec in

2 overlapping ranges
Duration - 1 - 0 psec in two overlapping ranges (mono~

stable).6 hO psec (bi-stable).

Outputs Shape - rectangular

Duty Factors Limited by multivibrator to no more than
40% in monostable
75% in bistable

Limited by dissipation in output tubes to no more than:
20% at 2.0 amps output
25% at 1.6 amps output
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0% at 1.0 amps output
50% at 0.8 amps output
75% at 0.53 amps output

Resolution Timer 0.5 psec at maximum output amplitude.
(May be complemented in "bistable™ from 12.5 KC to
2 Me by tying Jl and J2 together)

Power Requirements (approximate during pulse)
Model V Model VI

+150 ere3 - 2.03 Ae
-150 3 - 2.03 de
300 Oh A.
6.3 V 10.6 A.

oh Ae

2.0 OPERATION

The Core Drivers (schematics C-52170 (Model V) and C-526)3
(Model VI) ) consist of four stagess these are in turn: a monostable
multivibrator, inverter-amplifier, cathode follower, and current amplifier.

The monostable multivibrator is for convenience labeled mono-bi-
stable. The name arises from the two options in the use of this stage.
The multivibrator favors one side as its conducting side to insure the cur=
rent amplifier stage of being normally ateoff. In monostable operation
the multivibrator is set to its unfavored state by a pulse fed into Jl-set
and there remains for a duration determined by the time constant of the
timing network.* The duration of the multivibrator in the selected state
determines the pulse width of the output current squarewave. The pulse
width is variable from less than 1 to greater than 0 usec in two over=
lapping regions as selected by the Duration Coarse and Duration Fine controls.

Timing network - C-2 or C-3, and BR, and CR3 in both C-52170 and
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In bi-stable operation the multivibrator is set to its un=
favored state by a pulse fed into and there remains (up to above
40 sec) until cleared by a pulse fed into J2-clear. In this mode of
operation, therefore, the multivibrator appears to be bi-stable, and
the output pulse width is determined by the time delay between the two
input triggers (Jl and J2).

The output gate of the multivibrator stage cuts off the
normally conducting inverter-amplifier which follows it. The rate at
which the voltage rises at the plate of this tube is determined by the
value of capacitance between its plate and ground. This rate in turn
determines the rate of rise in the output current pulse. With the Rise
Time Coarse set on "short, the rise time is .15 usec or less, but is
not variable in this position. With the Rise Time Coarse set on "medi-
um" or "long" the rise time can be varied by the Rise Time Fine eontrol
from less than .2 psec to greater than 1 usec in two overlapping ranges,

The upper level of the output voltage of the inverter-amplifieris varied by a diode and potentiometer which afford a variable clamp. The
lower level of voltage output is sufficient at all times to insure cut-off
of the current amplifiers. The upper level can be varied by the output
Amplitude control (variable clamp) from a value sufficient to insure cut=
off of, to a value sufficient to produce slightly positive bias on the
6CD6's . Thus, the output amplitude can be varied from 0 to about 2 Am-
peres. If all h-- 6CD6's are marginal the maximum current would be
about 1.6 Amperes. If all 4 6CD6's are average more than 2 Amperes may
be obtained.

The current output of the Core Drivers, although variable up
to about 2 Amperes, is limited by the screen dissipation of the 6CD6's
that comprise the current amplifier stage. A measure of the screen
dissipation is afforded by the screen current warning lamp and for safe~
ty's gake should not be allowed to glow. When driving cores at 2 An-
peres, a duty factor of about 20% can be obtained without excessive
screen dissipation. At a duty factor of 50%, driving cores, a maximum
of about 0.8 Amperes of output current may be safely obtained.

If it is desired not to use more than 1 Ampere output pulses,
two 6CD6's (of the normal complement of 4) may be used to obtain faster
rise times. The duty factor, however, should not be allowed to exceed
20% at 1 Ampere even though the screen warning lamp will not glow till
a 0% duty factor is reached.

The model VI core driver has, in addition to the above controls,
a zero current adjustment potentiometer located in the back of the unit.
With this control the quiescent (no-trigger) output current can be brought
to zero for all or any setting of the output Amplitude control. This is
accomplished by adjusting the potential at the teD6's cathodes to ground.
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3.0 PRECAUTIONS

To avoid excessive heater-to-cathode voltages on the tubes, the
use of either a separate filament supply or an isolation transformer is
required for Model V. Since, however, both models V and VI require 10.6
Amperes at 6.3 volts, a separate filament supply is advisable,

It is suggested that whenever the Core Driver is turned on, the
output amplitude control be fully counter-clockwise (down) at first. The
output can then be brought up to the desired value or to a value limited
by the glow of the screen current warning lamp. This is merely to protect
the tubes in case the initial combination of duty factor, amplitude setting,
and trigger amplitudes, are such that screen dissipation would be excessive.

1

Signed
Drawings old W. Bo

Model V = C-52170

Model VI = C=526)3 Approved
R. L. Best

Approved
D. R. Brown

HWB/cs

Drawings attached:
C-52170
C-52643
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Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

SUBJECT: NORMALIZED FLIP-FLOP CHART

Tos N. H. Taylor
Frome Hal W. Boyd

Dates February 17, 1953

Abstracts A fast and accurate method of designing and analyzing triode
flip-flops is described. This method requires the use of only
the Normalized Flip-Flop Chart (attached) and the plate char-
acteristics of the tube to be used, A study of the Normalized
Flip-Flop Chart makes it possible to visualize the behavior of
a flip~flop for any combination of parameters, and to visualize
the results of changing any one or a combination of parameters.

1.0 Derivations

In order to understand more fully the limits to which the chart
can be used and tested, its derivation is given below. The notations
used in the derivation are either shown in Figure 1 or are defined in
the test.

Re

1

RyRy Cs 20

Rx Rx

(cross hatched tube is conducting)
Figure 1
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Let stability, s, be defined as the ratio of the grid swing
available, to that required to cut either tube off, Eco" Then

E/E, (2)

where, from Figure 1, = En - (2)g2

cut-off, of the plate~to-cathode voltage, B®» to the grid-to-cathode
voltage, then

Defining the cut-off, p, ib as the magnitude of the ratio, at

co

co B*/Ho (3)

Assuming that the grid bias on the conducting tube is zero,
thens

Ber B (h)

substituting (kh) into (2)

EB, =B, - (5)

From (1) and

E. - E (6)

From Figure lr

B= By - (1)

For simplicity and to make the chart more general, assume that

ge co

LER so that Ry is negligible in comparison to R Hence from the

B= x By (8)
xR +Rx
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Inserting (3), (7), and (8) into (6):
x x (9)

R +R

But from Figure 1:

R +
Ry.

Combining (9) and (10)

(11)
Lo RL +

RY Hy

Simplifying
= (shi,) @/R,) By (22)

From Figure ls

B= By

(Ey 7 )g2 (10)

R Rx -

R +Rx y x

(13)

Normalizing B,, and % from equations (12), (8), and (13)
andwith respect to and letting primes denote the normalized E

(1h)

R * Ry

(s/u ) (BR

(15)
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From equations (1) and (3)

shi, = BB"
Inserting (5) for E

~
ge

E,"

Combining (10) and (7) in (18):

Rx
s/t, = (By -

Normalizing (19) and substituting (15):

-3, (1

t 1 t
but, 1 ~ = 5, +E; hences

1-6,

E.' = 0, and solve for E' s hences

Page h of

(16)- E

(17)

(18)

(19)
+R
Esp a

(20)
1

(21)EB -
2

To find the maximum s/t, with respect to x," at a fixed B's let

(22)) (2 &(1

(1 = E,')2

@ then
(zt)? - + (1 -B') = 0 (23)
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Solving for E but, B< l,5 $

(24)5,

From equations 14), (15), and (16) plots can be made for con-stant values of /. which relate to E ' and
letting Ra x/Bys °a

to BE, Also, by

t From equation (2h) a plot of
the normalized"flip-flop chart.
for maximum at fixed

can be made vs. E_', thus comple

2.0 Use of the Chart,

For fast operation it is desirable to switch large currents;i.e., to use high tube currents. In general, this may be interpreted onthe Normalized Flip-Flop Chart to mean operating the flip-flop near the
origin where the higher tube drops are located. The characteristics of
the tube, its plate dissipation rating, over-all flip-flop reliabilityor stability, triggering characteristics, output voltage requirements,
wattage ratings of components, and power supplies serve to define and limit
the freedom of moving the operating point on the chart,

For high flip-flop reliability it is desirable to have a suf=
ficiently high stability factor. With respect to the Normalized Flip-Flop
Chart, this means operating the flip-flop away from the origin of the chart.
Again such things as tube characteristics, triggerability, output require-
ments, etc. serve to define and limit the range over which the operating
point can be moved.

For the fastest operation at the highest stability, the flipe
flop should be operated on the "line of maximum s/u with fixed E
The tube characteristics, supply voltages, output sing, etc. det&rmine
whether or not operating on a point on this line is desirable. Opera-

than operation abov .and to fhe left of the line. Two advantages are
realized by operating in this region. These arer better triggering char=
acteristics and, if the output swing is more than needed, isolation of
the flip-flop from its load by tapping the plate resistor for the desired

ntion below and to the right of the "line of maximum with fixed
at either a fixed s/t yields a larger normalizéd output

output swing.

The reason that triggering characteristics are better in this
region is that the lower operating point corresponds to a lower normalized
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which, in turn, determines a lower ratio of R. to R_(R,). The com=
b nation of greater normalized output voltage swing and divider
arm ratio allows a greater difference in charge on the memory or speed-
ing up capacitors (labelled C in Figure 1). This allows better com-
plementing characteristics, allows larger triggers before destroy=
ing the memory. A larger ratio of a-c to gain in the divider arm
also follows, which allows easier triggering. In addition to the extended
trigger amplitude range, the resolution time is decreased, allowing faster
operation.

The Normalized Flip-Flop Chart can be used for synthesizing as
well as analyzing almost any type of triode flip-flop. To enter the chart
one must know or determine at least two of the following:

1. Ho of the tube,

2e 8

36 E,
4. B,
Se E
6. R

Te By
For design applications of the chart, some modifying considera~

tions might be

1. Resolution time.

2. Qualitative reliability.
3. Triggering characteristics

h, Tubes plate dissipation, I, or Be
5. Wattage ratings of components.

6, Available power supplies.

The more of the above that are known, providing there are no
contradictions, the more rapid the solution.
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In designing flip-flops by the Normalized Flip-Flop Chart
method, synthesizing is the first step. After the synthesis of the
flip-flop to meet its requirements, the nearest RMA size camponentsare computed. Which side of the ideal is more desirable can be deter=
mined from the chart. The flip-flop with RMA components can then be
resolved by the chart and an analysis made to determine whether furthertrials are needed.

If the plate resistor,
assumes, then a correction may be
cannot be considered negligiblewith respect to R as the derivat on

(Figure 1) forapplied. For com on the chart, substitute
the normalizing factors hence, in converting to

ized and vice-versa,
and Bb instead of being the voltage across

"is to be used. The only values thus af-
fected are E
is now, however, the output voltage swing. The resistance at the plaof the flip-flop is now the parallel combination of Ry and the R
sum.

If the tube's bias is not zero, no corrections need be
applied to the chart. In designing for a negative "on" tube bias, the
values of the resistances and determined by Eare

y and by the I of t e tube ts, thé bias

3-0 Example

An example in the use of the chart in designing a fast opera-.
ting, high-reliability, flip-flop to drive heavy 7AK7 gate tube loads
igs given below,

For fast operation large switching currents are required, the
amount being limited by the plate dissipation of the tube to be used
and the stability required. The supply voltages are limited by the oue-
put voltages required, the tube and component wattage ratings, and the
stability required.

Since large tube currents are wanted, it would be advantageous
to operate the tube close to zero bias up to the allowable plate dissipa-
tion. Since, however, tube reliability is a must, if the tube is operated
in that region then some provision for grid current must be made for low

tubes. In the type of circuit shown in Figure 1, if grid current were
trz be drawn, the high impedance divider arm would collapse, resulting in
flip-flop failure.

A low-impedance cathode-follower divider (Figure 2) would, on
the other hand, provide a grid-current source for low tubes. In ade=

dition to allowing positive bias on an "on" tube, the cathode-follower
isolates the flip-flop from the load, allows heavier loading, and yields
faster resolution times.
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+\50
RL R +150

Cot SRy

Ry

-\50

Figure 2

The required output voltage swing of the flip-flop, if it isto drive 7AK7 gate tubes, is at least 0 to -15 volts (dee coupled). To
allow poor tubes, and large component and supply voltage tolerances, an
output swing of from a slightly positive value to around -30 volts
should be sufficient. Allowing for a bias of about 5 volts at the cathe
ode follower on the low side of the flip-flop, the drop across Ry should
be about 35 volts, hence E = 35 volts.

A 5965 duo-triode is very adaptable to reliable high-speed flip-
flop applications due to its high plate dissipation, high transconductance,
high cut-off p (yw ), and liberal internal spacing. For these reasons it
will be used for Both the flip-flop tube and cathode-follower tube.

The allowable plate dissipation of each triode section was given
as 1.5 watts. If the cathode follower output is to be as high as ground,
and 2 watt or less resistors are to be used, the supply voltages could be
as high as +150 and -150 volts. Thus the plate dissipation at 10 ma.
would be 1.5 watts, and 1.5 watts will be dissipated in the divider.

Since the output voltage is to go negative from ground, the
plate resistors are returned to ground. Ey? is, therefore, 150 volts.

For supply voltage variations of around 20% or more, large re-
sistor tolerances, and poor tube tolerability, a stability factor of
about 3 should be sufficient. The larger the stability factor, the larger
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the over-all flip-flop tolerances.

Summarizing ED = 150 volts
8 3

= 35

tube type = 5965

From the plate characteristics of the 5965

= 150/5 = 30

Hence for s = 3 would be

3/30 = .1

As the fastest operation at this stability factor is desired the flip-
flop operating point should be on or near the "line of maximum s/, with
fixed

With = 353

E /E, = 35/150

read from the chart: (Not that the intefsection is slightly below the
"line of maximum 8/1, for fixed ".)

= ,23 the following can beAt the intersection of s/w 1, and E

3

3
Hence:

3 (150) = k5 voltsw
e i

47 (150) = 70 volts@ om
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= 70, an average 5965 (from characteristics) can deliverAt E =0,
10.5 CcTRA5

Therefore:

R, = 45/10.5 = 4.3 K (RMA)

= 35/10.5 = 3.34 k 3.3 & (HMA)

for 150 volts drop at 10 ma cathode~followerThe of R #R
current, would be 15k.

If R= 043, thene
2

ER #R 15k

R = 13 B 1.43 215k

R = 15/1.h3 = 10.5k
>

The nearest higher RMA size to 10.5k is llk, hence:

R = 11kx
= oh3 = 4.ThK

= 4.7K (RMA)

Now

R + R = 15.7k

And

RJR, = oh27 213

Solving this circuit for s, taking into account the cathode~
follower biases, results in an s of 3.02.

Note, however, that by moving the operating point of the flip-

is only

twflop up to the "line f maximum s/, with fixed
by Oh, and gives a gain in stability. The chang' by

only changes
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4 5, = .0h (150) = 6 volts

-0, an average 5965 could deliver 10 ma. Hence,At
mo

6h volts,
the 23 with "theline of maximum s/p with fixed yields the followings

3h

51

At 10 ma then:

Ry
= (.3h) 150/10 = 5.1K (RMA)

R, = 31/10 = 3.5k 36k (RMA)

Ry
= .51 but again +Rx 15k

>

hence,

R= 51k, R = 10k (both RMA)

Solving this circuit for s, taking into account the cathode-
follower biases, results in a s of 3.7. The chart gives an of
012, and therefore an s of 3.6,

The former circuit is not as reliable as the latter, although
the former would have better triggering characteristics. Preferring the
latter for its higher reliability, the flip-flop as it now stands is
shown in Figure 3 below.

Although this completes the demonstration of the use of the
chart in designing a high-reliability, fast-operating, heavyloading
flip-flop, I should like to take advantage of the opportunity here af-
forded to give better operating characteristics to the flip-flop.

For faster rise times and sharper output waveforms, the plate
resistors may be brought to a higher voltage and clamped to ground. To
keep the same flip-flop operating point, however, the plate resistors
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would have to be made sufficiently larger to yield the same equivalentcircuit at the plates of the flip-flop tubes i.e., same voltage and
current at the plates.

3.6 3.0K

5965 5465
OUTur PUOOTPOT

< INPUT\NPOT 5965 loKQu)

S.IKS(iw)

Figure 3

Hence, if #150 is to be used for this purpose, Figure ha should
be made equivalent to Figure hb.

+150

Re' 3.5K

-35v

\b)
Figure h

If the back resistance of the diode in Figure ha can be as low
as 50k, then to make the circuits equivalents
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150 #35 =R,' (10 -22 )

= 185/8.6 = 21.5k

In which case, the "on" tube would have to deliver 7 ma (150/21.5) be-fore there would be. any output change. An inherent danger in this par-ticular arrangement is that both diodes can be closed concurrently. The
flip-flop would then have three stable states; i.e., either tube on, and
both tubes partly on.

To alleviate this possibility, the diode switching current
should be made sufficiently low, so that the poorest tube allowable is just
sufficient when "on™ to let the "off" tube conduct no more than switching
current. Thus there will be only two distinct output levels.

From these considerations, the following plate load was derived,
(Figure 5). This plate circuitry allows the output to start to +19 volts,

+150
A

ATK (iw)

.8K (iw)

\N3 "A

Figure 5

but Clamps it atground, yielding fast rise times and sharp corners in the
output waveform. A diode-switching plate current of 3.2 ma allows up to
3.2 ma grid-current for the cathode followers, and allows the "off" tube
to deliver 3.2 ma before affecting any output change on that side. In
addition to these advantages is another not quite as noticeable. If
negative triggers are to be inserted at both flip-flop tubes! grids, for
complementing, and the flip-flop plates were not clamped, relatively
large negative pips would be seen in the upper output waveform before its
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transition. Clamping the plates of the flip-flop tube to ground, clampsthe cathode-followers' grids to ground and allows less change on the cath-
ode, and hence output, during the complementing trigger. Complementing
on the grids with negative triggers has the distinct advantage of causinga delay in the transition of the flip-flop relative to the trigger. Thisis mostly due to the triggers' attempting to hold both tubes off, although
secondary delays are present. The delay in switching the output levels is
approximately equal to the trigger pulse width, and thus affords good count=-
ing characteristics. Additional delay and less output pip could be accom-
plished by inserting a small choke in the plate of each cathode-follower
tube, although this would tend to increase the rise and fall times.

Signed.
Drawings:
sa-1,5395=4

Ko a

R.L- Best, Section Leader

N.H. Tay or3 up Leader

Hal W. Boyd

Approved

Approved.

Drawing attached:
SA-4)8395-G
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SUBJECT:

Tos

Frome

Dates

Abstracs:

Digital Computer Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts

NORMALIZED CHART

N. H. Taylor
Hal W. Boyd

February 17, 1953

A fast and accurate method of designing and analyzing triode
flip-flops is described. This method requires the use of only
the Normalized Flip-Flop Chart (attached) and the plate char-
acteristics of the tube to be used. A study of the Normalized
Flip-Flop Chart makes it possible to visualize the behavior of
a flip-flop for any combination of parameters, and to visualize
the results of changing any one or a combination of parameters.

1.0 Derivations

In order to understand more fully the limits to which the chart
can be used and tested, its derivation is given below. The notations
used in the derivation are either shown in Figure 1 or are defined in
the test.

RS @ SR_

Ry Cs Ry

Rx Rx

Rx

(cross hatched tube is conducting)
Figure 1
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Let stability, s, be defined as the ratio of the grid swing
available, E to that required to cut either tube off, E, Then

s = E/E, (1)

where, from Figure 1, = (2)gl "g2

Defining the cut-off, yp, as the magnitude of the ratio, atcut-off, of the plate-to~cathode voltage, Ez," » to the grid-to-cathode
voltage, Foo then

(3)

Assuming that the grid bias on the conducting tube is zero,
thens

Eo.
= B (4)

substituting (4) into (2)

E, - (5)

From (1) and

(5):
boo

s E (6)

co

co

From Figure le

Bo"
=

Bop
7 & (7)

For simplicity and to make the chart more general, assume that
so that Ry is negligible in comparison to R_. Hence from the

B= x By (8)
R +R
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Inserting (3), (7), and (8) into (6):

(9)
R #R R +R

But from Figure ls

Boo
« (By - ,) (10)

Combining (9) and (10)

R +R R +R )

8 (11)j
Simplifying g

(s/i,) RR.) By, (12)

From Figure ls

B=E a3)

Normalizing E and E, from equations (12), (8), and (13)
andwith respect to Ep? and letting primes denote the normalized Eo?

(1h)

x (15)
R #R
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From equations (1) and (3)s

thy =

Inserting (5) for E

gE"

Combining (10) and (7) in (18):

Rx

Normalizing (19) and substituting (15):

ft, Me O-)

but, 1 = +z, hences

Q E' = 0, and solve for E's 3 hences

Page h of

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)=
+Rxy (By -
Bop

~

(20)
1

(21)
2

1

To find the maximum with respect to x, at a fixed B's let

(22)=0
(1 - B,)

@ then ~ + (1 - B,') = 0 (23)2
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Solving for E 3 but, as R'< 1,5+1

a) =1-5 (24)

From equations (11), (15), and 16) plots can be made for con-stant values of 1 to Also, byletting R plot of vs. cfn be m

which relate to E ' and

From equation (2h) a plot of for maximum at fixed
can be made vs. E thus complet ng the normalized"flip-flop chart.

2.0 Use of the Chart,

For fast operation it is desirable to switch large currents;i.e., to use high tube currents. In general, this may be interpreted on
the Normalized Flip-Flop Chart to mean operating the flip-flop near the
origin where the higher tube drops are located. The characteristics of
the tube, its plate dissipation rating, over-all flip-flop reliabilityor stability, triggering characteristics, output voltage requirements, .wattage ratings of components, and power supplies serve to define and limit
the freedom of moving the operating point on the chart,

For high flip-flop reliability it is desirable to have a suf=-
ficiently high stability factor. With respect to the Normalized Flip-Flop
Chart, this means operating the flip-flop away from the origin of the chart.
Again such things as tube characteristics, triggerability, output require-
ments, etc. serve to define and limit the range over which the operating
point can be moved.

For the fastest operation at the highest stability, the flipe
flop should be operated on the "line of maximum s/u with fixed E '™,
The tube characteristics, supply voltages, output etc. detérmine
whether or not operating on a point on this line is desirable. Opera=

than operation abov and to fhe left of the line. Two advantages are
realized by operating in this region. These are better triggering char=
acteristics and, if the output swing is more than needed, isolation of
the flip-flop from its load by tapping the plate resistor for the desired

tion below and to he right of the "line of maximum with fixed
at either a fixed or s/u_, yields a larger normalized output swing

output swing.

The reason that triggering characteristics are better in this
region is that the lower operating point corresponds to a lower normalized
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which, in turn, determines a lower ratio of R to R_(R,). The com-
b nation of greater normalized output voltage swing and divider
arm ratio allows a greater difference in charge on the memory or speed-

plementing characteristics, afid allows larger triggers before destroy=
ing the memory. 4 larger ratio of a-c to d=c gain in the divider arm
also follows, which allows easier triggering. In addition to the extended
trigger amplitude range, the resolution time is decreased, allowing faster
operation.

ing up capacitors (labelled in Figure 1). This allows better com=

The Normalized Flip-Flop Chart can be used for synthesizing as
well as analyzing almost any type of triode flip-flop. To enter the chart
one must know or determine at least two of the following:

l. Ho of the tube.

2. 8

3. E,
4. B,
5.
6. Ry
Te

For design applications of the chart, some modifying considera~
tions might bes

1. Resolution time.

2. Qualitative reliability.
3. Triggering characteristics

lh. Tubes plate dissipation, oF

5. Wattage ratings of canponents.

6. Available power supplies.

The more of the above that are known, providing there are no
contradictions, the more rapid the solution.
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In designing flip-flops by the Normalized Flip-Flop Chart
method, synthesizing is the first step, After the synthesis of the
flip-flop to meet its requirements, the nearest RMA size components
are computed. Which side of the ideal is more desirable can be deter=
mined from the chart. The flip-flop with RMA components can then be
resolved by the chart and an analysis made to determine whether furthertrials are needed.

If the plate resistor,
assumes then a correction may be
cannot be considered negligiblewith respect to R

applied. For comButations on the chart, substitute for
as the derivat on

(Figure 1)
hence in converting to

alized and vice-versa,
fected are E Ey?

is to be used. The only values thus af=

is now, however the out' at voltage swing. The resistance at the pla
SUM.

age across

of the flip-flop is now the parallel combination of a

If the Ron" tube's bias is not zero, no corrections need be
applied to the chart. In designing for a negative "on" tube bias, the

and
and by the I, of t e bias

3.0 Example

An example in the use of the chart in designing a fast opera=
ting, high-reliability, flip-flop to drive heavy 7AK7 gate tube loads
is given below.

For fast operation large switching currents are required, the
amount being limited by the plate dissipation of the tube to be used
and the stability required. The supply voltages are limited by the out~
put voltages required, the tube and component wattage ratings, and the
stability required.

Since large tube currents are wanted, it would be advantageous
to operate the tube close to zero bias up to the allowable plate dissipa-
tion. Since, however, tube reliability is a must, if the tube is operated
in that region then some provision for grid current must be made for low

tubes. In the type of circuit shown in Figure 1, if grid current were
to be drawn, the high impedance divider arm would collapse, resulting in
flip-flop failure.

A low-impedance cathode-follower divider (Figure 2) would, on

isolates the flip-flop from the load, allows heavier loading, and yields
faster resolution times.

the other hand, provide a grid-current source for low tubes. In ad=
dition to allowing positive bias on an font tube, the
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+\50 RLR +150

Rr Ry

-\5O

Figure 2

The required output voltage swing of the flip-flop, if it isto drive 7AK7 gate tubes, is at least 0 to -15 volts (de coupled). To
allow poor tubes, and large component and supply voltage tolerances, an
output swing of from a slightly positive value to around -30 volts
should be sufficient. Allowing for a bias of about -5 volts at the cath=
ode follower on the low side of the flip-flop, the drop across Ry should
be about 35 volts, hence E, = 35 volts.

A 5965 duo-triode is very adaptable to reliable high-speed flip-
flop applications due to its high plate dissipation, high transconductance,

will be used for Both the flip-flop tube and cathode-follower tube.
high cut-off ), and liberal internal spacing. For these reasons it

The allowable plate dissipation of each triode section was given
as 1.5 watts. If the cathode follower output is to be as high as ground,
and 2 watt or less resistors are to be used, the supply voltages could be
as high as +150 and -150 volts. Thus the plate dissipation at 10 ma.
would be 1.5 watts, and 1.5 watts will be dissipated in the divider.

Since the output voltage is to go negative from ground, the
plate resistors are returned to ground. Ey? is, therefore, 150 volts.

For supply voltage variations of around 20% or more, large re-
sistor tolerances, and poor tube tolerability, a stability factor of
about 3 should be sufficient. The larger the stability factor, the larger
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the over~al,) flip-flop tolerances,

Summarizing E, = 150 volts
o

>E, 35

8 3

tube type = 5965

From the plate characteristics of the 5965

= 150/5 = 30

Hence s/t, for s = 3 would be

3/30 = 1s/t,

As the fastest operation at this stability factor is desired, the flip-
flop operating point should be on or near the "line of maximum s/p with
fixed

With BL = 35:

E E/E), = 35/150 = .23

t

read from the chart: (Not@ that the intefsection is slightly below the
"line of maximum s/t, for fixed *.)
At the intersection of s/u 1, and EB 23 the following can be

= 43

B= Ah?

Ry
= 03

Hence:

3 (150) = ks volts=

@ = 47 (150) = 70 volts
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At E -0, = 70, an average 5965 (from characteristics) can deliver

Therefores

RB,
= 45/10.5 = 4.3 K (BMA)

R = 35/10.5 = 3.34 k = 3.3 k (BMA)

The minimum value of +
Ry»

for 150 volts drop at 10 ma cathode-follower
current, would be 15k.

If k= oh3, then:

>
R = 15/1.43 = 10.5k

The nearest higher RMA size to 10.5k is 11k, hences

R= 11ky
BR, = 63 (118) = 4.ThK

= 4.7K (BMA)

Now

R, +R = 15.7
And

Solving this circuit for s, taking into account the cathode~
follower biases, results in an s of 3.02.

Note, however, that by moving the operating point of the flip-

is only

10.5 CcMae

x

2 15k#R13 RR

x xR = 13 8 143 R 215k

y

x

y

R 43

flop up to the line of maximum with fixed * only changes
by Oh, and gives a gain 'in stability. The chang in by this mo ent
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ra 5, = .0k (150) = 6 volts

ALE = 6h volts, E = 0, an average 5965 could deliver 10 ma. Hence,
moving the operating point to the intersection of E* = .23 with "the
line of maximum with fixed yields the foflowing

E = 3h

Ri
= o51

5

At 10 ma then:

BR,
= (.34) 150/10 = 5.1K (BMA)

RB,
= 34/10 = 3.5 = 3.6 (RMA)

>
x51=R but again R.

hence,

R= 51k, R = 10k (both RMA)

Solving this circuit for s, taking into account the cathode-
follower biases, results in ans of 3.7. The chart gives an of
«12, and therefore an s of 3.6,

The former circuit is not as reliable as the latter, although
the former would have better triggering characteristics. Preferring the
latter for its higher reliability, the flip-flop as it now stands is
shown in Figure 3 below.

Although this completes the demonstration of the use of the
chart in designing a high-reliability, fast-operating, heavy-loading
flip-flop, I should like to take advantage of the opportunity here af-
forded to give better operating characteristics to the flip-flop.

For faster rise times and sharper output waveforms, the plate
resistors may be brought to a higher voltage and clamped to ground. To
keep the same flip-flop operating point, however, the plate resistors
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would have to be made sufficiently larger to yield the same equivalentcircuit at the plates of the flip-flop tubes i.e., same voltage and
current at the plates.

S.GK
(iw) >

S065 sags

3.\KGu)

Figure 3

(\w)

OUTPUT:
INPUT5965 wx

Hence, if #150 is to be used for this purpose, Figure ha should
be made equivalent to Figure hb.

+150

\oma,
(a) Ub)

Re'
loma

Figure h

If the back resistance of the diode in Figure ha can be as low
as 50k, then to make the circuits equivalent =
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150 #35 =R,' (10 -22 )

R,. = 185/8.6 = 21.5k

In which case, the "on" tube would have to deliver 7 ma (150/21.5) be-
fore there would be any output change. An inherent danger in this par=ticular arrangement is that both diodes can be closed concurrently. The
flip-flop would then have three stable states; i.e., either tube on, and
both tubes partly on.

To alleviate this possibility, the diode switching current
should be made sufficiently low, so that the poorest tube allowable is just
sufficient when "on" to let the "off" tube conduct no more than switching
current. Thus there will be only two distinct output levels.

From these considerations, the following plate load was derived,
(Figure 5). This plate circuitry allows the output to start to +19 volts,

+150

ATK (iw)

.8K (iw)

IN34-A

Figure 5

put Clamps it atground, yielding fast rise times and sharp corners in the
output waveform. A diode~switching plate current of 3.2 ma al ows up to
3.2 ma grid-current for the cathode followers, and allows the "off" tube
to deliver 3.2 ma before affecting any output change on that side. In
addition to these advantages is another not quite as noticeable. If
negative triggers are to be inserted at both flip-flop tubes! grids, for
complementing, and the flip-flop plates were not clamped, relatively
large negative pips would be seen in the upper output waveform before its
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transition. Clamping the plates of the flip-flop tube to ground, clamps
the cathode-followers! grids to ground and allows less change on the cath-
ode, and hence output, during the complementing trigger. Complementing
on the grids with negative triggers has the distinct advantage of causing
a delay in the transition of the flip-flop relative to the trigger. Thisis mostly due to the triggers' attempting to hold both tubes off, although
secondary delays are present. The delay in switching the output levels is
approximately equal to the trigger pulse width, and thus affords good count=-
ing characteristics. Additional delay and less output pip could be accom=
plished by inserting a small choke in the plate of each cathode-follower
tube, although this would tend to increase the rise and fall times.
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